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Western                        Australia 
 
 

RREECCOORRDD  OOFF  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTIIOONN  IINNTTOO  DDEEAATTHH  
 
 
 
  I, Alastair Neil Hope, State Coroner, having investigated 

the deaths of Shaun Damian Smith, Phillip John Carroll, 

Megan Anne Pelly and Bradley John Meek, with an Inquest held at 

Perth Court on 14 June, 2002, and at Fremantle Court on 2 December, 

2002 and at Fremantle Court on 28 April – 9 May, 2003 and at 

Central Law Courts on 12-15 May, 2003 and 23-27 June, 2003 find 

that the identities of the deceased persons were Shaun Damian Smith, 

Phillip John Carroll, Megan Anne Pelly and Bradley John Meek 

and that all deaths occurred on 5 May, 1998 in the engine room on 

board the Ship HMAS WESTRALIA as a result of Acute Smoke 

Inhalation in the following circumstances – 
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EEXXEECCUUTTIIVVEE  SSUUMMMMAARRYY  TTOO  TTHHEE  
RREECCOORRDD  OOFF  IINNVVEESSTTIIGGAATTIIOONN  IINNTTOO  DDEEAATTHH  

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

On Tuesday 5 May, 1998 four Royal Australian Navy 
personnel died as a result of a major fire in the engine room of 
the ship HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 

All four persons died as a result of acute smoke 
inhalation. 
 

The deaths occurred on HMAS WESTRALIA near Rottnest 
Island off the coast of Western Australia. 
 
2. HMAS Westralia 
 

HMAS WESTRALIA is an underway replenishment ship and 
it was carrying 20,000 tonnes of fuel at the time of the fire.  It 
had a crew of 98. 
 

HMAS WESTRALIA is the largest ship in the Australian navy 
fleet.  It was classed as a “tanker under survey” by Lloyd’s 
Register of Shipping and its continuance of class was subject 
to compliance with Lloyd’s Register of Shipping’s Rules and 
Regulations. 
 
 
3. How the Fire Started 
 

It appears clear that the fire in the engine room started 
when flexible fuel hoses failed and one particular hose (the 
return hose on the Starboard Main Engine, No. 9 cyclinder) 
provided a source of diesel fuel to an extremely hot indicator 
cock nearby. 
 

The indicator cock was exposed and must have been over 
3100C (the auto ignition temperature of the fuel in question). 
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4. Installation of Flexible Fuel Hoses which Failed 
 

The flexible fuel hoses had been installed to replace solid 
metal pipes which had a history of fuel leaks on 10 April, 1998 
and had only operated for between 36 and 39.5 hours to the 
time of the fire. 
 
5. No Engineering Assessment of the Fuel Hoses had been 

made 
 

No engineering assessment had been conducted to 
ensure that the flexible fuel hoses would not fail.  This was a 
gross mistake. 
 

The change from the solid metal pipes to the flexible fuel 
hoses without any adequate assessment being made of their 
suitability for the purpose resulted from a series of mistakes 
and systemic deficiencies.  The mistakes were very serious 
mistakes, particularly as the hoses were to be installed close 
to the indicator cocks which were known to be extremely hot 
and a possible ignition source. 

 
 

TTHHEE  MMIISSTTAAKKEESS  

 
 

No Notice was taken of the Manufacturer’s advice 

 
In 1990 or 1991 the navy, through its then contractor 
Brown and Root Engineering Pty Ltd (Brown and Root), 
sought advice from the manufacturer as to the problem 
of fuel leaks from the solid metal pipes. 
 
The manufacturer provided advice which involved a large 
number of changes to the piping arrangement at a cost of 
$80,000 for parts only. 
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This information was never acted upon and was ignored 
or forgotten in 1998 when the decision was made to 
install flexible hoses. 



 

 

Information provided by the Manufacturer was ignored 

 
The manufacturer provided a document, the Pielstick 
Engine Service Bulletin No. 78, which did refer to the 
possible use of flexible hoses but specifically referred to 
spill pulse pressures and a need for pulsation dampers. 
 
This document was retained in various locations by the 
navy but no attention was paid to the reference to spill 
pulse pressures. 
 

The results of an earlier application were not noted 

and acted upon 

 
There was an application made in 1996 for the 
manufacture of flexible fuel hoses using an incorrect 
procedure (an SG2 form). 
 
On 4 December, 1996 the navy’s Manager of In Service 
Design (MISD) had advised that the changes related to 
integral parts of the engines and recommended that 
advice should be sought from the manufacturer and In 
Service Design should be further advised of 
developments. 
 
In addition on 8 January, 1997 Lloyds indicated that the 
type of hoses referred to in the application were not 
approved. 
 
No further action was taken to progress the 1996 
application and the MISD advice appears to have been 
completely ignored or forgotten. 
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This was particularly unsatisfactory because essentially 
the same proposal was subsequently advanced in 1998 
without involving either MISD or Lloyds.  Two of the 
persons involved in the 1996 application were Warrant 



Officer Jones of the Ordering Authority of Western 
Australia, who was the Contract Manager for HMAS 
WESTRALIA and Mr Morland, who was then with Brown 
and Root and was subsequently with the Contractor at 
the time of the fire, ADI Limited (ADI).  Both of those 
persons were involved with the later steps taken to install 
the flexible fuel hoses. 
 

 The Wrong Navy Procedure was used 

 
On 1 February, 1998 a TM200 form was created to put in 
place the process for replacing the solid pipes with 
flexible fuel hoses. 
 
The TM200 procedure was not the correct navy 
procedure for implementing such changes.  The TM200 
procedure is a request for routine maintenance. 
 
The correct procedure was a TM187 proposal which 
would have had to go through a navy approval process, 
including the approval of the navy’s Manager of In 
Service Design.  In the case of approval a TM188 form 
would have issued authorising the configuration change 
and providing detailed specifications, drawings and 
references. 
 
This breach by-passed the navy’s assessment procedure 
and so contributed directly to the deaths as a competent 
assessment would have identified problems with the 
proposed substitution of the flexible hoses. 
 
This was not a unique avoidance of the correct navy 
procedures and subsequent investigations revealed that 
using TM200 documentation to short cut the process had 
been common in the RAN for many years. 
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I have concluded that the three naval personnel involved 
in by-passing the assessment system, Warrant Officer 
Jones, Warrant Officer Bottomley and Lieutenant 



Commander Crouch, did so deliberately but not 
appreciating the dangers associated with taking that 
course.  None of the three personnel involved had any 
knowledge of spill pulse pressures and all would have 
derived some comfort from the fact that the TM200 
document required ADI to “…investigate the manufacture 
and instalment of Lloyd’s approved” hoses. 
 

 Lloyd’s requirements were not met 

 
HMAS WESTRALIA’s continuance of class was subject to 
compliance with the requirements of Lloyd’s Register of 
Shipping’s Rules and Regulations which required 
alterations such as those in the present case to be 
submitted to Lloyd’s for approval and installation to be 
carried out to the satisfaction of Lloyd’s Register’s 
surveyors. 
 
In this case neither of these requirements were satisfied. 
 
This failure occurred because – 
 
(a) None of the relevant personnel on the ship had any 

adequate knowledge of Lloyd’s requirements. 
 

The ship’s Commander, Captain Dietrich, had a 
“…very slender knowledge” (t.1618) of Loyd’s 
requirements.  The Officer in Charge of the Ordering 
Authority, Commander Coverdale, was not aware of 
the “intricacies involved” in keeping the vessel in 
class and Warrant Officer Jones accepted that he 
was not adequately equipped to ensure the vessel 
was kept in class. 
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(b) ADI did not take steps to ensure that the ship was 
kept in class and Mr Morland, ADI’s Technical 
Specialist responsible for directly overseeing the 
contract in Perth, said he knew “nothing” about 
ADI’s responsibility to keep the HMAS WESTRALIA  



within class (t.787).  He did not believe that it was 
his responsibility to ensure that the vessel remained 
within its certification. 
 
Mr Sergeant, Project Manager for ADI, said that in 
the case of work being supervised by Mr Morland, it 
was Mr Morland’s responsibility to ensure that the 
work was done in accordance with Lloyd’s 
requirements (t.1147). 
 

(c) Mr Morland on behalf of ADI prepared a work 
instruction for use by the sub-contractor Enzed 
which asked for the manufacture of 64 new lines to 
“Lloyd’s approved standard” (exhibit “36”). 

 
Mr Old of Enzed who performed the work did not 
even know what Lloyd’s Register of Shipping was 
and made no enquiries about it (Note : In this 
context “Enzed” refers to the Enzed Hose Doctor 
Franchise operated by Mr Old as a director of Jet 
Rock Pty Ltd). 

 
 The Contract was not adequately monitored 

 
No steps were taken by the navy or ADI to ensure that 
Lloyd’s requirements were satisfied. 
 
As to the hoses – 
 
 ADI on behalf of the navy accepted a quote for Parflex 
919 TFE hoses; 
 The navy paid for Parker 221 FR-16 hoses (the wrong 
hoses);  and 
 The hoses which were installed were SST-12 hoses 
manufactured by Astraflex Limited (Mr Old decided to 
use the Astraflex hoses without telling ADI or the 
navy). 
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Neither ADI nor the navy appreciated that the hoses 
which were ordered, the hoses which were paid for and 
the hoses which were finally installed were all different. 
 
In addition the navy paid twice for end fittings for the 
hoses and this was not detected until the Board of 
Inquiry hearing by either ADI or the navy. 
 

 Warrant Officer Jones was not appropriately skilled to 
manage a contract of the scale and range of that in 
question 

 
The hoses in question were installed as part of an 
Assisted Maintenance Period (AMP) – AMP12 under the 
Refit Planning and Logistic Support Services (RPLSS) 
contract between the Commonwealth, on behalf of the 
Royal Australian Navy, and ADI Limited. 
 
Warrant Officer Jones was effectively the superintendent 
of the contract and received little direct assistance from 
his superior officers at the Ordering Authority. 
 
The scope of AMP12 can be derived from the fact that 
Warrant Officer Jones was managing a budget of $1M 
and in fact $822,522 was spent on the works. 
 
Warrant Officer Jones did not have sufficient engineering 
skills to be able to identify potentially dangerous 
problems associated with the works.  Warrant Officer 
Jones had completed a 6 month qualifying engineering 
course 20 years before the fire and that was his highest 
level of relevant technical training. 
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The Ordering Authority should have ensured that there 
was adequately skilled supervision of the contract to 
ensure that the contractor was addressing any safety 
issues which could arise.  This was particularly the case 
because all of the ship’s repair and maintenance 
requirements were being outsourced under the RPLSS 
contract.  Warrant Officer Jones did not have sufficient 



relevant knowledge to identify complex safety issues and 
had received no training as to the Lloyd’s requirements 
for the ship. 

 
 Mr Morland, Technical Specialist for ADI, was not 
adequately skilled 

 
ADI did not have a qualified engineer readily available in 
Western Australia to assist with the RPLSS contract. 
 
ADI’s tender document dated 9 December, 1996 (exhibit 
“54”) provided for a Technical Specialist with “Tertiary 
qualifications in an engineering field or equivalent 
experience”.  Mr Morland, the Technical Specialist 
involved in preparing the work instruction for the hoses, 
had a Fitter and Machinist Trade Certificate. 
 
The Position Description in the tender documents for the 
Technical Specialist referred to tasks to be performed 
such as to “…assist in the preparation of in-house designs 
for configuration changes and co-ordinate configuration 
change activities…” and “…perform creative original work 
of a highly complex and sophisticated nature…”. 
 
It is clear that ADI represented that their Technical 
Specialist would have more than the fitter and turner 
qualification in fact possessed by Mr Morland 
(Mr Morland deliberately attempted to mislead the Board 
of Inquiry as to his level of qualifications and training). 

 
Mr Morland did not in fact supervise the manufacture of 
the hoses and did not even realise that different hoses 
were installed from those contracted for, he was also not 
sufficiently skilled to meaningfully supervise 
configuration changes or even maintenance work 
correctly progressed by TM200 documents which might 
involve engineering and safety issues. 
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This lack of technical skill on the part of Mr Morland was 
important as he created the work instruction for the 



flexible fuel hoses without appreciating the potential 
changes involved in not ensuring that there was 
assessment of the hoses for the purpose required. 
 

 Officers of ADI, should have identified the TM200 
document as requiring a configuration change and 
taken appropriate action 

 
The TM200 in this case was effectively seeking a change 
from metal pipes to flexible hoses.  This was obviously a 
complete change to an important part of the engine which 
required engineering input. 
 
Officers of ADI should have appreciated that this was an 
important change and referred the matter for further 
investigation. 
 
The navy could have specifically sought engineering input 
from ADI under the contract which it did not do on this 
occasion, but ADI, as the navy’s contractor, should have 
identified the need for that input.  To proceed with such 
an important change without any engineering input was 
irresponsible. 
 
In addition the TM200 document in question required 
ADI to “investigate” the manufacture of the hoses.  The 
word “investigate” was omitted from the work instruction 
prepared by Mr Morland and no investigation was in fact 
conducted. 
 
The use of the word “investigate” should have made it 
clear to Mr Morland that an unapproved configuration 
change was being sought, particularly as there were no 
detailed specifications on the TM200 form as to what was 
required and Mr Morland was aware of the fact that there 
had been a 1996 SG-2 application in respect of the same 
hoses. 
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ADI did not take any reasonable steps to monitor their 
contract with Enzed 

 
The fact that the hoses which were fitted were SST-12 
hoses and not Parflex 919 TFE hoses which Enzed had 
contracted to provide and this change was not discovered 
by ADI demonstrates a failure to adequately monitor the 
contract. 
 
This was particularly important in this case because 
Enzed had little experience with diesel engines compared 
with 3 other companies given an opportunity to quote 
which were all aware of issues such as spill pulse 
pressures. 
 
Mr Old of Enzed had left the navy on 14 November, 1997 
and worked as a “hose doctor” operating a mobile 
hydraulic hose repair service from the back of a van or 
truck. 
 
If the significance of the proposed changed had been 
appreciated by ADI, Enzed would not have been an 
appropriate sub-contractor to use and one of the other 
companies given an opportunity to quote, all of which 
had vast relevant engineering experience, should have 
been used. 
 

The suitability of ADI’s RPLSS office to perform the 
contract 

 
Brown and Root, the previous maintenance contractor for 
HMAS WESTRALIA, had gone to considerable lengths to 
ensure that the ship maintained its Lloyd’s classification 
and provided a Chartered Engineer as Project Manager 
with access to a large number of professional engineers 
in Perth. 
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ADI Project Manager, Mr Sergeant, and its relevant 
Technical Specialist, Mr Morland, did not have a good 
understanding of Lloyd’s requirements and ADI did not 



put in place procedures to ensure that these were 
complied with. 
 
When ADI entered into the RPLSS contract a decision 
was made that a professionally qualified engineer was not 
necessary for the office. 
 
Although ADI did have access to professionally qualified 
engineers interstate the level of qualification of its Perth 
personnel was relatively low and did not enable it to 
identify technical engineering issues which even 
maintenance requests could involve. 
 
In the light of the navy’s decision to outsource 
maintenance work and Lloy’ds classification compliance, 
ADI did not provide an adequately skilled workforce to 
deliver the sought standards. 
 

7. Enzed’s Performance  
 

Enzed’s performance as sub-contractor was inadequate 
in that – 
 
 When it supplied different hoses from those contracted 
for it did not advise ADI; 
 No adequate enquiries were made as to the meaning 
and significance of the work instruction to 
manufacture the hoses “To Lloyd’s approved 
standard”;  and 
 When a hose failed during testing ADI was not 
immediately informed about the failure and no steps 
were taken to identify the reasons for the failure. 

 
8. Fuel Available for the Fire 
 

After the fire began at the location of the number 9 
cyclinder, Starboard Main Engine, there was a short time later 
an explosion and the “…air seemed to be on fire” (t.63). 
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Possible explanations for the fuel source which resulted 
in the burning of the atmosphere in the engine room were – 

 
 Diesel vapour from the failed hoses may have been 
suspended in spite of its weight because of the heat 
of the engines or convection air currents in the 
engine room; 
 Combustible material which was partially burnt or 
was released into the atmosphere because of the 
heat and air currents, such as material from cabling 
around lights, could have resulted in a build up of 
smoke and gasses which was ignited by the flame of 
the existing fire and caused a “flash-over”;  and 
 Fuel from other unspecified engine leaks and 
possibly a damaged injector line could have 
contributed to the fuel source of the fire.  The HMAS 
WESTRALIA had a history of numerous leaks which 
Lieutenant Commander Crouch described as 
“…quite extraordinary” (t.78).  After the fire a 
damaged injector line was discovered which, if 
loosely fitted, could have produced a spray of fuel. 

 
9. The Ignition Source 
 

The auto ignition temperature of the diesel fuel which 
would have come from the failed hose was 3100C. 

 
After the fire it was noted that an indicator cock which 

was not lagged or shielded was in close proximity of the failed 
hose and could have provided the heat source for the fire. 

 
No regular checks were conducted by the engineering 

officer, Lieutenant Commander Crouch, or the deputy 
engineering officer, Warrant Officer Bottomley, for heat 
sources capable of igniting diesel apart from noticing heat 
when standing close to the engines. 
 

3100C is a considerable heat to be reached by an exposed 
section of the engines and it is most disappointing that there 
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were no checks conducted in the engine room with a view to 
identifying possible ignition sources.  The emphasis in the 
engine room appears to have been on controlling the fuel 
sources and in particular in reducing the number of fuel leaks, 
rather than monitoring possible ignition sites. 

 
10 Allegations that witnesses may have been told to 

mislead the Board of Inquiry 
 

Allegations were made by former naval personnel, Melissa 
Munday and Peta Justice, to the effect that they had been told 
or encouraged to give evidence favourable to the navy relating 
to incidental issues such as the use of shifting spanners and 
the extent of oil leaks in a context where concerns were being 
expressed that lawyers for ADI were attempting to shift blame 
for the fitting of the defective hoses at the Board of Inquiry 
hearings by raising these issues. 
 

While I accept that following the fire a number of naval 
personnel were upset about ADI’s actions in relation to the 
hoses and may have been concerned that the Board should 
not be diverted from the important issues relating to the cause 
of the fire and said as much, I am satisfied that neither 
witness was told to lie before the Board and the Board was not 
in fact misled as to any issue of substance, if at all. 

 
11. Action taken by the RAN following publication of the 

BOI conclusions and recommendations 
 

On 28 August, 1998 the President and Members of the 
Board of Inquiry signed their report. 
 

The report contained an excellent analysis of safety 
issues and reached a total of 161 conclusions and made 
114 Recommendations. 
 

After the release of the Board’s report the Deputy Chief of 
the Navy assumed responsibility on behalf of the navy for 
ensuring that issues raised by the report were addressed. 
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Commodore Barter, Director General Navy Systems and 
Chief Naval Engineer, gave evidence at the inquest as to the 
steps taken by the navy since the fire to address safety issues. 

 
Most of the recommendations of the Board have been 

implemented and important changes include – 
 

 New stronger hoses contained within a sheath designed 
to prevent any spray of fuel and part of a reconfigured 
fuel supply and return system have been installed; 
 A new design of indicator cocks has been installed; 
 A high fog water mist system has been installed as a new 
fire-fighting system; 
 Training systems have been revised to ensure that navy 
personnel are aware of relevant classification society 
rules and regulations applicable to their ships;  and 
 Procedures for contract management within the entire 
defence force have been reviewed and a new structure 
has been developed including the creation of the Defence 
Material Organisation which is to have a specific focus on 
managing defence contracts. 

 
12 Conclusion 
 

On 5 May, 1998 four Royal Australian Navy personnel 
died unnecessarily in a large fire in the engine room of 
HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 

Their deaths arose by way of Accident. 
 

CCOOMMMMEENNTTSS  OONN  SSAAFFEETTYY  IISSSSUUEESS  

 

 

 
This case has highlighted the importance of complying 
with navy procedures in implementing configuration 
changes and not taking shortcuts. 
This case has also highlighted the need for the navy to 
exercise adequate supervision of any outsourced ship 
maintenance and refit contracts in order to ensure the 
safety of its personnel. 
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 It is recommended that in future outsourced 
maintenance and refit contracts however described – 

 
a. There be a suitably qualified superintendent 

representing the navy with sufficient engineering 
knowledge to be able to identify safety issues and 
with sufficient knowledge of the classification 
requirements, if any, applicable to be able to 
adequately monitor and supervise the contract;   
and 

b. The Commander, Chief Engineer and Deputy Chief 
Engineer of a ship the subject of an outsourced 
maintenance and refit contract have sufficient 
knowledge of the working of their ship and of any 
applicable classification requirements to be able to 
provide meaningful input into the navy’s contract 
supervision in respect of their ship. 
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TTHHEE  FFOOUURR  DDEEAATTHHSS  
 
 On Tuesday 5 May, 1998 four personnel of the Royal 
Australian Navy died as a result of a fire in the engine room of 
the ship HMAS WESTRALIA.  The fire began when the ship was 
approximately two nautical miles north of Rottnest Island off 
the West Australian coast. 
 
 The personnel involved were – 
 

Shaun Damian Smith – aged 29 years; date of birth 
27 November, 1968 
Phillip John Carroll – aged 23 years; date of birth 17 June, 
1974 
Megan Anne Pelly – aged 22 years; date of birth 
8 December, 1975 
Bradley John Meek – aged 25 years; date of birth 16 July, 
1972 

 
 On 8 May, 1998 forensic pathologist Dr G A Cadden 
performed post mortem examinations on Phillip John Carroll, 
Bradley John Meek and Megan Anne Pelly.  On the same day 
Dr Cadden made a post mortem external inspection of Shaun 
Damian Smith. 
 
 Dr Cadden’s conclusions as to the medical cause of death 
in each case was – 
 

Shaun Damian Smith – Consistent with Acute Smoke 
Inhalation; 
Phillip John Carroll – Acute Smoke Inhalation; 
Megan Anne Pelly - Acute Smoke Inhalation; 
Bradley John Meek - Acute Smoke Inhalation 

 
In each case external inspection did not show extensive 

thermal injury. 
 
 Toxicology findings in each case revealed levels of carbon 
monoxide in the blood in fatal quantities. 
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 As a result of Dr Cadden’s examinations and having 
reviewed the results of toxicology reports provided by the 
Chemistry Centre WA relating to exhibits submitted for 
examination, it is clear that all four persons died as a result of 
Acute Smoke Inhalation. 
 
 I find that all four named persons died in the engine 
room of the ship on the morning of Tuesday 5 May, 1998 as a 
result of Smoke Inhalation.  The deaths occurred on 
HMAS WESTRALIA near Rottnest Island off the coast of Western 
Australia. 
 
 

IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  
 
 HMAS WESTRALIA is an underway replenishment ship.  It 
can carry over 25,000 tonnes of fuel and at the time of the fire 
it was carrying approximately 20,000 tonnes of F-76 diesel fuel 
cargo.  The ship had a crew of 98 and was, and still is, the 
largest ship in the Australian navy fleet. 
 
 She is 171 metres long, 26 metres in beam and displaces 
over 40,000 tonnes fully laden. 

sPhotograph 1 of the BOI Exhibit “227” depict  
HMAS WESTRALIA 
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 HMAS WESTRALIA was home ported at Fleet Base West 
located near Rockingham in Western Australia. 
 
 HMAS WESTRALIA is an old ship which was built as an oil 
product tanker in England in 1974.  It initially traded as MV 
Hudson Cavalier until 1979 when it was purchased by the 
Royal Navy.  At that stage the ship was known as the 
RFA Mapleleaf.  The Royal Australian Navy chartered the 
Mapleleaf in 1989 and renamed it HMAS WESTRALIA.  It was 
later purchased by the Royal Australian Navy. 
 
 Following the fire on HMAS WESTRALIA on 5 May, 1998 a 
Board of Inquiry was convened to examine all of the 
circumstances surrounding the tragic incident. 
 
 The Board convened to commence publicly receiving oral 
and physical evidence on 11 May, 1998.  The findings, 
conclusions and recommendations of the Board dated 
28 August, 1998 were available to the inquest hearing together 
with transcripts of the oral evidence and copies of most of the 
exhibits provided to the Board (in these reasons there are 
numerous references to Board of Inquiry transcript and 
exhibits as well as to the inquest transcript and exhibits, the 
Board of Inquiry references are identified as such).  The 
evidence provided to the Board of Inquiry has been of great 
assistance to me and its availability has obviated a need for 
me to further explore many issues which were exhaustively 
examined before the Board.  In addition the Board’s Report 
deals with a wide range of issues in a comprehensive and most 
helpful way as a result of which it is not necessary for me to 
re-visit many of these issues. 
 
 The families of the deceased were not represented before 
the Board of Inquiry and over an extended period of time they 
have raised various concerns in relation to the circumstances 
surrounding the deaths.  Initially it was the view of the 
families that an inquest was not the desired means of airing 
outstanding issues and that a public inquiry or Royal 
Commission would provide a more suitable forum.  The 
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Coroner’s Court was subsequently approached with a view to 
holding inquest proceedings when it became apparent that 
other avenues of inquiry were closed to the families. 
 
 An important purpose of holding this inquest hearing has 
been to allow families to ensure that relevant issues of concern 
to them have been adequately ventilated. 
 
 In addition, after the delivery of the Board of Inquiry’s 
Report, concerns have been raised by individuals and by 
COMCARE, the organisation which has responsibility in 
relation to occupational health and safety issues for 
Commonwealth Employees. 
 

 At the Board of Inquiry a number of issues relating to the 
credibility of witnesses on crucial issues could not be finally 
determined as a result of the ill health and inability to 
continue to give evidence on the part of two particular 
witnesses.  In that context I have considered it important to 
review the evidence relating to the causes of the fire in some 
detail. 
 
 In reviewing that evidence and making observations 
about the conduct of the individuals and organisations 
concerned I have been mindful of the observations of Dixon J. 
in Briginshaw v Briginshaw (1938) 60 CLR336 at 362-363 
as to the circumstances in which adverse findings can be 
reached (see also Anderson v Blashki (1993) 2 VR 89 at 95-
96 and The Secretary to the Department of Health and 
Community Services v Gurvich (1995) 2 VR 69 at 73-74). 
 
 The submissions on behalf of the Commonwealth have 
contained a contention that I should as a general rule prefer 
the evidence given by witnesses to the Board of Inquiry to that 
give by the same witnesses at the inquest because of the closer 
time proximity of that evidence to the tragedy and the general 
rule that memories can be expected to deteriorate over a 
period of 5 years, particular as to matters of detail and matters 
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not seen as important at the time.  It is also submitted that 
findings of the Board should be accepted in their entirety 
unless cogent reasons can be provided for a contrary view. 
 
 In my view such an approach would be over simplistic for 
a case such as this. 
 
 For most witnesses, giving evidence about an event such 
as this tragedy is not a simple memory test about facts in 
relation to which the witness is disinterested.  It should be 
recognised that the Board of Inquiry hearings commenced on 
11 May, 1998 and concluded on 17 July 1998.  At that time 
many witnesses would have been still shocked by what was a 
particularly horrific event.  Many would have still been 
experiencing raw grief.  Some witnesses might have been 
attempting to shut out events from their memories either 
intentionally or unintentionally. 
 
 While I have great respect for the work of the Board of 
Inquiry and its achievements in promptly identifying a wide 
range of important safety issues, the Board of Inquiry was not 
ideally placed to determine issues of credibility in this context.  
That is not to suggest that I have considered a 5 year period as 
unimportant from the point of view of human memory, I have 
closely examined all of the evidence in this context and have 
attempted to assess issues of credibility in the context of 
witness assertions as to confidence or otherwise in their 
recollections as well as in the context of all of the other 
evidence. 
 
 A benefit for the purposes of the inquest hearing has 
been the involvement of the families of the deceased, who were 
very ably represented by Mr Collaery and Mr Willheim, and I 
would make the observation in the context of the timing of the 
hearings that even if there had been family representation 
before the Board of Inquiry hearings, those hearings were, in 
my view, too close to the events of 5 May, 1998 for there to 
have been any realistic expectation that the families could 
have had sufficient composure to be able to approach the 
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relevant issues in a reasonably analytical manner so as to be 
able to identify the issues of importance to them. 
 It is important in the assessment of extensive evidence in 
a case such as this to not loose sight of the fact that as a 
result of this tragedy, four fine young persons died 
unnecessarily. 
 
 Mr Collaery, provided the court with some information to 
assist in this regard and I note the following – 
 
 Midshipman Megan Pelly graduated from Dalby State 
High School with two very high achievements and four high 
achievements.  She entered the Royal Australian Navy on 8 
December 1995 and graduated from the Australian Defence 
Force Academy on 11 December, 1997 having received three 
commendations for academic achievement. 
 

Megan Pelly had started training to become a Supply 
Officer at HMAS Cerberus in February, 1998 and was posted 
to HMAS WESTRALIA on 28 April, 1998 for a period of training 
on a supply ship.  Her life tragically ended only one week later. 
 
 Leading Seaman Bradley Meek joined the Royal 
Australian Navy on 5 February, 1990 and served on the 
Submarine HMAS Otway in 1991 and Tobruk in 1991 and was 
posted to HMAS Kuttabul in 1993 and in May 1994 to HMAS 
Kanimbla.  On 29 April 1996 Bradley Meek was posted to 
HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 
 Bradley Meek had seen duty in Somalia during Operation 
“Solace” and was in the process of working for his Petty 
Officer’s Ticket at the time when he was tragically killed. 
 
 Petty Officer Shaun Smith joined the Royal Australian 
Navy in June 1985 and had previously served on HMAS 
Moresby, HMAS Bunbury and HMAS Tamar and other smaller 
vessels before joining HMAS WESTRALIA on 27 April, 1998. 
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While performing duties at HMAS Cerebrus he 
successfully studied for a Diploma of Teaching and a Bachelor 
of Education and Training  at Melbourne University.  The 
graduation ceremony was held on 4 April, 1998.  This 
qualification would have allowed Shaun Smith to apply for a 
Commissioned Rank and in the interim one more sea posting 
was required for him to be promoted to the rank of Chief Petty 
Officer.  This posting was to the HMAS WESTRALIA where he was 
tragically killed a few days after taking up the posting. 
 
 Able Seaman Phillip Carroll joined the Royal Australian 
Navy in August 1995 and after completing his Marine 
Technical training joined HMAS WESTRALIA in December 1996. 
 
 Phillip Carroll had travelled overseas on the 
HMAS WESTRALIA to Singapore, Thailand and Japan and at the 
time he was tragically killed his partner, Kerry Harrison, was 
pregnant with their son who was born on 17 September, 1998. 
 
 All four of these fine young persons who died so 
unnecessarily while performing their duties were dedicated to 
their work for the Royal Australian navy and were in the 
process of developing their careers as naval personnel, with 
much to look forward to at the time of their deaths. 
 
 Immediately before the fire Midshipman Pelly was sent 
into the Main Machinery Space of the engine room to assist 
Able Seaman Carroll to lay out fire hoses on the middle plates, 
which was precautionary measure at the time.  In laying out 
the fire hoses she would have been expected to act as a 
hydrant sentry for the seaman holding the nozzle and it 
appears that she must have been unwilling to leave the area 
as the fire began to burn out of control without specific 
instruction until it was too late.  Petty Officer Francis 
Searched unsuccessfully for Midshipman Pelly before escaping 
himself. 
 
 After the flames were observed the dry main could not be 
used and Able Seaman Carroll activated an aqueous film 
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forming foam device (AFFF).  He was later seen to rush along 
the port side of the ship but did not immediately go up the 
port side ladder to the top plates.  His body was subsequently 
located on the middle plates. 
 
 Petty Officer Smith also assisted with the initial fire 
fighting and was unable to escape. 
 
 Leading Seaman Meak assumed a supervisory role in the 
last phase of the emergency and assisted three other 
personnel to escape. 
 
 At some time after the last of these three was able to 
escape he also attempted to make his way up the ladder but 
became overcome by fumes and collapsed. 
 

All four deceased died in circumstances where they faced 
great danger while attempting to save the ship and their fellow 
navy personnel.  Bradley Meek showed outstanding bravery in 
saving others as the terrible conditions in the engine room 
became worse and tragically left his own attempt to escape 
until too late as a consequence. 
 
 

CCOONNCCEERRNNSS  AASS  TTOO  TTHHEE  CCAAUUSSEESS  OOFF  TTHHEE  FFIIRREE  
 
 It appears clear that the fire in the engine room of the 
HMAS WESTRALIA started when flexible fuel hoses failed and 
one particular hose burst (the return hose on the Starboard 
Main Engine, No. 9 Cylinder) providing a source of diesel fuel 
to a heat source, probably an extremely hot indicator cock 
nearby. 
 
 While there is some question as to whether other sources 
of fuel may have played a substantial part in the fire as it 
spread throughout the engine room, the failed hoses in 
question were identified after the fire and it is clear from the 
way in which the fire burned that its origin must have been at 
the location of the damaged hose on the Starboard Main 
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Engine, No. 9 Cylinder (see e.g. BOI ext. No. 457).  In addition 
as the fire continued to burn the diesel fuel from the failed 
hose would have continued to provide fuel to the fire allowing 
it to continue to burn until the fuel supply was stopped or 
extinguished successfully (see the Report of Greg Kelly and 
Associates Pty Ltd; BOI exhibit 227). 
 
 The indicator cock was not lagged or shielded in any way 
(in other words it was exposed) and evidence both before the 
Board of Inquiry and before me indicated that the indicator 
cocks on the vessel could have reached temperatures well in 
excess of the 3100C required to ignite the diesel fuel in 
question. 
 
 The flexible fuel hoses in question had been installed on 
10 April, 1998 and had only operated for between 36 hours 
and 39.5 hours from the time of installation to the time of the 
fire.  They replaced sold metal pipes. 
 
 It would appear from a modelling assessment of the fire 
conducted by the Aeronautical and Maritime Research 
Laboratory (BOI Exhibit “457”) that the ruptured hose would 
have supplied about 30 litres of diesel fuel per minute to the 
fire.  This evidence was supported and further explained by 
Dr Goodwin, an expert Mechanical Engineer retained by the 
Navy, during the course of the inquest hearing. 
 
 On HMAS WESTRALIA the fuel lines in question had been a 
constant source of fuel leaks since the ship was commissioned 
into the Royal Australian Navy.  Prior to the change there were 
solid metal pipes in place which were very short.  There was no 
flexibility to allow these pipes to be aligned with their 
connecting parts and they required considerable force to get 
them into their correct position to be able to connect the screw 
connections to the pumps. 
 
 These solid pipes were replaced with the flexible fuel 
hoses which failed on 10 April, 1998. 
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 It is clear from the evidence that no engineering 
assessment was ever conducted to ensure that the hoses 
would not fail. 
 
 The use of flexible fuel hoses to replace pipes in the close 
vicinity of an exposed heat source capable of igniting diesel 
without any engineering assessment of their fitness for the 
purpose was an outrageously bad error.  If all relevant acts 
had been performed by a single person with reasonable 
knowledge, it would have amounted to negligence of the most 
gross kind. 
 
 The gross nature of this mistake is even more evident 
when it is appreciated that the original manufacturer’s bulletin 
(Pielstick Engine Service Bulletin No. 78, exhibit “30”) which 
had prompted the thought of change in the minds of those 
involved, specifically referred to spill pulse pressure and the 
possible need for pulsation dampers.  It was in fact this spill 
pulse pressure which was not taken into account in the 
manufacture of the hoses which caused their failure and the 
disastrous fire of 5 
May, 1998. 
 
 It was accepted 
by the Board of 
Inquiry and by me 
that two flexible fuel 
hoses failed on 
5 May, 1998, first a 
supply hose on the 
Port Main Engine, 
number 8 cylinder, 
and later a return 
hose on the 
Starboard Main 
Engine, number 9 
cylinder.  The second 
flexible hose appears 
to have provided the diesel fuel where the fire started. 

Photograph, Figure 48 of the Metlabs Laboratory Report (BOI 
Exhibit “398”) depicts the failed fuel hose on the Starboard 

Main Engine. 
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 I also accept the evidence of Dr Goodwin, an expert 
mechanical engineer and Senior Research Engineer with the 
Defence Science and Technology Organisation, at both the 
Board of Inquiry hearing and the inquest that the hoses failed 
due to fatigue (see Board of Inquiry report, Volume I at p.153).  
The cause of the fatigue failure was pressure pulsation 
originating at the fill and spill ports of the injector pumps (the 
spill pulse pressure).  According to Dr Goodwin injection 
pressure to the engine was very high and the way flow to the 
engine was controlled was by opening the spill port of the 
pump and dumping excess pressure into the low pressure 
system (t.117). 
 
 There was evidence from Ms Peta Justice at the inquest 
that the hoses had been repeatedly bent when she and 
Leading Seaman Smith tried to re-fit the hoses after replacing 
washers (t.1454, 1525-1531 and 1542-1543) but I do not 
consider that this evidence was particularly significant in the 
context of the Metlabs Report before the Board of Inquiry (BOI 
Exhibit “194A”) which referred to tests conducted on similar 
hoses in which the hoses were twisted and bent which 
resulted in obvious creasing in the hoses (not visible in the 
hoses which failed on 5 May, 1998) but no signs of wire 
fracture or wire thinning. 
 
 The disastrous results of the fire demonstrate the 
dangers associated with such a change of parts without any 
proper investigation and it is clear that the tragedy in this case 
could have been far worse when it is considered that the ship 
was carrying 20, 000 tonnes of fuel.  
 
 In analysing the reasons for the substitution of such 
unassessed hoses for metal pipes in such a dangerous 
location, it became apparent that this ultimate error resulted 
from a series of mistakes made by a number of persons as well 
as a number of systemic deficiencies.  It seems obvious that if 
one person had a basic understanding of what was happening 
and had addressed the issues involved in a reasonable manner 
the disaster would have been avoided. 
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TTHHEE  MMIISSTTAAKKEESS  WWHHIICCHH  RREESSUULLTTEEDD  IINN  TTHHEE  IINNSSTTAALLLLAATTIIOONN  
OOFF  TTHHEE  HHOOSSEESS  

 
 Before reviewing the more obvious mistakes which led to 
the diaster it is important to understand the steps by which 
the fuel hoses came to be manufactured. 
 
 ADI Limited (ADI) was contracted to the Commonwealth 
under a Refit Planning and Logistic Support Services (RPLSS) 
contract to manage Assisted Maintenance Periods (AMP’s) for 
HMAS WESTRALIA.  An AMP is a period where planned 
maintenance, defect rectification and configuration change 
implementation beyond the capacity or capability of the ship’s 
staff is carried out (RPLSS contract, 1.2.1(e)).  In February 
1998, at the commencement of AMP 12, ADI was issued with 
an order to supply and install flexible fuel lines from the fuel 
rails to fuel pumps and return lines to rail on both main 
engines on HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 
 ADI, on being requested to supply and install the fuel 
lines, sub-contracted the manufacture, supply and fitting of 
the fuel lines to Jet Rock Pty Ltd, which trades as Enzed Hose 
Doctor (Enzed), a franchisee of Parker Enzed Technology Pty 
Limited.  Jet Rock director, shareholder and employee 
Kevin Old installed them onto the main engines. 
 
 

TTHHEE  MMIISSTTAAKKEESS  
 
1. No Notice was taken of the Manufacturer’s Advice 
 

As was pointed out by a number of witnesses at the 
inquest hearing, an obvious step to take before changing 
the configuration of an engine would be to obtain the 
expert advice of the manufacturer of the engine.  In this 
case the manufacturer’s advice was obtained but not 
acted upon. 
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(a) The first known steps taken by the Navy to replace the 
fixed fuel lines with flexible hoses were taken in about 
1990 or 1991 (t.2050-2052). 
 
At the time Brown and Root Engineering Pty Ltd 
(Brown and Root) had a Maintenance and Logistic 
Services Contract relating to HMAS WESTRALIA and they 
were approached by the Westralia Management Officer 
to investigate with Pielstick, the engine manufacturer, 
if they had a solution for the fuel leakage problems 
associated with the fixed lines.  The Westralia 
Management Officer at the time may have been a 
Warrant Officer Stebbings (t.2051), he was certainly a 
predecessor of Warrant Officer Jones who held the 
position at the time of the fire. 
 
Brown and Root obtained the Pielstick Engine Service 
Bulletin (exhibit “30”) and according to Mr Doble, who 
was then the General Manager of the Operations 
Division, received advice that the changes 
recommended by the manufacturer involved 
“…something like 12 independent configuration 
changes” (t.2051).  The technical information was 
passed on to the Westralia Management Office 
(t.2050). 
 
The Westralia Management Officer sought a costing for 
the work which came to about $40,000 per engine, or 
a total of $80,000 for parts only (t.2051). 
 
It is clear, therefore, that the manufacturer’s solution 
involved much more than merely replacing pipes with 
flexible hoses, it involved a large number of changes to 
the piping arrangement.  The Pielstick Engine Service 
Bulletin refers to replacement of feed and discharge 
rails, fuel pump feed pipes and support brackets and 
the use of pulsation dampers to reduce the spill pulse 
pressures to acceptable levels. 
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Unfortunately Brown and Root were required to hand 
over all of their records at the end of their contract and 
neither ADI nor the Navy have produced any records to 
the Board of Inquiry or the inquest relating to this 
investigation apart from the Pielstick Bulletin itself. 
 
It is significant to note that in January or February, 
1998 Warrant Officer Jones of the Westralia 
Management Office did say to Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch and Warrant Officer Bottomley that “…the 
under-slung system would not be a practical thing as it 
cost $95,000 and there was no money available for 
that” (his statement exhibit “66”; t.1298-1299). 
 
On its face it does appear likely that this conversation 
relates to the results of the original Brown and Root 
investigation and that the $95,000 could refer to the 
$80,000 for parts plus labour and any other costs, 
particularly as this was the only known costing ever 
made of that magnitude. 
 
Warrant Officer Jones in his evidence stated that the 
service bulletin did not depict an “under slung” system 
and he said he must have picked up the cost of 
$95,000 “…in conversation with somebody but that 
somebody I cannot recollect who it was” (t.1298). 
 
Mr Collaery who represented the families questioned 
Warrant Officer Jones about this and the following 
question and answer took place (t.1299) – 
 
“You have no clue to offer this inquest as to how you formed the 
view that there was, firstly, an underslung system and it might 
cost 95,000? --- Not really, no. 
 
Later in his evidence, however, Warrant Officer Jones 
accepted that the underslung system he was 
discussing was the system described in the 
manufacturer’s service bulletin (t.1302). 
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In my view it is likely that the “underslung system” 
was the system suggested by the manufacturer and 
Warrant Officer Jones had received information about 
that system and its costing in his capacity as 
Management Officer or Contract Manager for 
HMAS WESTRALIA which he held from 14 February, 
1994 until the time of the fire. 
 
It is clear that the navy had been advised by the 
engines’ manufacturer that the lines could be changed 
but that the change would require a large number of 
configuration changes at substantial cost.  It seems 
remarkable that the Ordering Authority appears to 
have lost (or at least never produced) all documents 
relating to this information.  There must have been 
some records with the Ordering Authority at some time 
relating to this important advice. 
 

(b) The Pielstick Engine Service Bulletin No. 78 provided 
by the manufacturer which appears to have prompted 
the decision to consider replacing the metal pipes with 
flexible hoses was available to the navy and to ADI.  
Both had copies of it and there were two copies on the 
ship itself (Lieutenant Commander Crouch t.1700). 

 
The Bulletin specifically referred to spill pulse 
pressures and a need for pulsation dampers which 
was a vital issue to be addressed in construction of the 
hoses, and the cause of the problem in this instance. 

 
No-one on the part of the navy or ADI gave this matter 
any proper consideration. 

 
Any reasonably competent person with basic 
engineering training and access to the Bulletin should 
have appreciated the need to ensure that spill pulse 
pressures were adequately addressed and catered for 
in any new system. 
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2. The results of an application made in 1996 to 
substitute flexible hoses for the metal pipes were not 
acted upon 

 
In 1996 an application was made for the manufacture of 

flexible fuel hoses to replace the metal pipes by Mr Alan 
Morland, who then worked for Brown and Root which at the 
time had the contract with the Commonwealth relating to the 
maintenance of HMAS WESTRALIA. 

 
The application was made using an SG2 procedure form 

(Exhibit “31”), Mr Morland signed as the applicant and a 
Mr Dennison signed as Ship Superintendent on 27 November, 
1996. 

 
It is not known why at that stage Mr Morland was not 

aware of, or placed no reliance on, the engine manufacturer’s 
advice of 1990 or 1991 which presumably would have been 
available to Brown and Root at that time.  The SG2 application 
simply related to a proposed change from metal pipes to 
flexible hoses and did not refer at all to the many ancillary 
changes considered by the manufacturer to be necessary 
before such a change could take place. 

 
The use of the SG2 process was inappropriate.  The 

change from metal pipes to flexible hoses was a major 
configuration change and the SG2 procedure was not designed 
for such changes.  The SG2 procedure was only to be used to 
implement a temporary change if a part was unavailable and a 
concession was sought to fit a different part for a certain 
period of time (see MISD 5231, cl 331, 335, Exhibit “17”). 

 
The SG2 document in question sought a concession for 

the manufacture and use of a specific Aeroquip hose to replace 
fixed lines. 

 
Such an application was, however, subject to review by 

the Navy’s Manager of In Service Design (MISD). 
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Mr Morland gave the SG2 document to Warrant Officer 
Jones who as the Contract Manager for HMAS WESTRALIA was 
responsible for the maintenance management of the vessel. 

 
Warrant Officer Jones forwarded the SG2 document to 

the Navy’s Manager of In Service Design on 29 November, 
1996.  On the same day Mr Morland sent a fax to Lloyd’s 
Register of Shipping (which was required to approve such 
changes for the purposes of the ship’s certification) advising 
that Brown and Root intended fitting Aeroequip SC234 AQP 
flexible hoses and asking whether this was would be 
acceptable to Lloyd’s (exhibit “32”). 

 
On 4 December, 1996 MISD replied that “…the proposed 

changes relate to the integral parts of the Pielstick Main 
Engines” and, “…it is recommended that the SG2 applicant 
[Brown and Root] seek advice from an authorised Pielstick 
Agent on these matters.  Any records of communication between 
the applicant and the agent are to be forwarded to MISD for 
consideration prior to SG2 approval” (exhbit “49”).  The MISD 
reply was directed to the Ordering Authority of Western 
Australia. 

 
Warrant Officer Jones gave evidence to the Board of 

Inquiry that he thought he would have passed on MISD’s letter 
to Brown and Root at a weekly meeting (t.1967 - BOI) or sent it 
to Brown and Root (t.1250).  Warrant Officer Jones said that a 
copy of the MISD letter would have been put on file and placed 
in a filing cabinet in his office (t.1250).  He claimed, however, 
than in spite of repeated concerns being subsequently 
expressed to him by Warrant Officer Bottomley about progress 
in the matter he did not go back to the files and see the MISD 
document (t.1250).  He said that he could not recall whether 
he went over the paperwork when pressure was being put on 
him to take some action (t.1250). 

 
On 8 January, 1997 Lloyd’s replied to Mr Morland’s fax 

advising that their London office had indicated that it had no 
record that the Aeroequip hoses had been approved.  This 
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facsimile transmission gave general advice about the type of 
hose which would be necessary (exhibit “33”). 

 
In December 1996, therefore, it is clear that the Navy’s 

Manager of In Service Design had specifically indicated that – 
 
 

 

 

The proposed changes related to integral parts of the 
engines; 
That the next step in seeking approval would be to seek 
advice from the manufacturer; and 
That In Service Design should be further advised before 
any consideration could be given to approval of such a 
proposal. 
 
In addition in January, 1997 Lloyd’s had indicated that 

the type of hoses referred to them were not approved and had 
provided advice as to factors which would have to be taken 
into account before any hoses would be approved. 

 
No further action was taken to progress the 1996 

application and the MISD advice appears to have been 
completely ignored or forgotten. 

 
In explaining why this MISD advice was not acted on 

later Warrant Officer Jones claimed that he had simply acted 
as a mail box in relation to this application, and had no real 
recollection of this documentation when decisions were 
subsequently made to go ahead and arrange for the 
manufacture of flexible hoses (see para 53 of exhibit “66”). 

 
It is noted, however, in this context that when Warrant 

Officer Jones forwarded the SG2 form to MISD he wrote – 
 
“Attached SG2 and associated extracts are forwarded for 
information and appraisal as discussed Ref A. 
 
Request early reply to enable changeover on both M/E’s during 
present availability due completion 20 Dec 96” (see Annexure “C” to 
Warrant Officer Jone’s statement, exhibit “66”). 
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It would appear from this document that Warrant Officer 
Jones had discussed the proposed change and was seeking to 
have the new hoses fitted by 20 December, 1996 so the 
application was more to him than just another bit of paper as 
he subsequently claimed (see para 53 of exhibit “66”).  In other 
words, as Contract Manager, he was playing an active part in 
the proposed change. 

 
In my view it is not credible that Warrant Officer Jones 

completely forgot about the MISD advice of 1996 when steps 
were taken in 1998 to arrange for the manufacture of the 
flexible fuel hoses. 

 
Mr Morland in 1998 when he subsequently made 

arrangements on behalf of ADI for the manufacture of the 
hoses wrote to Lloyd’s Register on 11 February, 1998 
specifically referring to the earlier correspondence and to 
Lloyd’s Register fax message number F0027-97, the fax 
message in which Lloyd’s had advised that Aeroquip hoses 
were not approved (exhibit “37”).  Mr Morland retained a 
considerable amount of documentation which he had received 
while working for Brown and Root and provided this 
documentation to the inquest hearing.  The Lloyd’s Register 
fax message in question was with the documentation retained 
by Mr Morland. 

 
Mr Morland, however, claimed that in 1998 he was not 

aware of the results of the 1997 application although he must 
have been aware on 8 January, 1997 (the date of the Lloyd’s 
fax) that the Aeroquip hoses which were the subject of the SG2 
application had not been approved by Lloyds either generally 
or for the particular application (exhibit “33”). 

 
The situation, therefore, is that in 1996 an application 

was made to change the hoses (even though the wrong process 
was used).  That application was not successful and the 
relevant naval design service had specifically emphasised the 
significance of the proposed change.  In addition, Lloyd’s 
Register had indicated that the type of hose suggested was not 
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approved and had provided relevant information.  None of this 
information was ever acted upon either by the navy or by 
Mr Morland in his later capacity as a representative of ADI.  
This was a serious breach of proper procedures as if the 
advices referred to had been taken into account, the disaster 
would not have occurred. 

 
3. The use of the TM200 procedure instead of the correct 

TM187 procedure 
 
 On 1 February, 1998 a TM200 form was created to put in 
place the process for replacing the solid pipes with flexible fuel 
hoses.  The TM200 procedure was, in effect, a request for 
routine type maintenance. 
 
 The correct naval procedure for implementing a 
configuration change such as this should have been 
commenced using a TM187 form.  A TM187 proposal would 
have to go through a naval approval process, including the 
approval of the navy’s Manager of In Service Design.  In the 
case of an approval, a form TM18 would be issued authorising 
the configuration change and providing detailed specifications, 
drawings and references in relation to that change. 
 

Relevant naval documentation described the TM200 and 
the TM187 (also described as the TSM187) processes as 
follows – 

 
 ABR 5230 at clause 549 provided in part – 
 

Maintenance Control Record – Form TM200 
 

549. Commanding Officers or their delegates are authorised 
to request external assistance, using Form TM200, to 
rectify defects and deficiencies as necessary to restore 
the ship, including its fitted and portable equipment, 
to the approved configuration.  Form TM200 is not to 
be raised to implement configuration changes, 
except that minor war vessels may use a TM200 to 
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request assistance to implement modifications 
approved for ship’s staff on a Form TM188. 

 
MISD 5231 Clause 333 provided : 
 

Configuration Change Process (TSM 187) 
 
333. The TSM 187 process is the only process through 

which a permanent change to an in-service ship or 
system’s configuration can be actioned.  The TSM 
187 process involves a cost-benefit analysis of the 
CCP, and involves Users, DAA and DA.  The process 
is administered by Platform Manager Surface Ships 
(PMSS) with ultimate responsibility for acceptance 
or cancellation of the CCP being held by the Ship 
Configuration Control Board (SCCB). 

 
In this context CCP stands for Configuration Change 

Process, DA stands for Design Agent/Agency (the person or 
organisation that prepares the designs) and DAA stands for 
Design Acceptance Authority (the Commonwealth Authority 
responsible for certification or acceptance of a design). 

 
 
(a) Why the TM200 procedure was used instead of the 

correct TM187 procedure 
 
 As indicated above the failure to use the correct TM187 
procedure, which would have required appropriate 
investigation of the fuel lines, and the use of the TM200 
procedure, which did not, was a crucial breach of proper 
procedures which contributed directly to the deaths. 
 
 There was evidence which I accept that the incorrect use 
of the TM200 procedure to effect a configuration change in this 
case was not an isolated event and the TM200 procedure was 
regularly being misused. 
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 Mr Wray, an Investigator on behalf of Comcare, stated 
that as a result of his investigations he concluded that the 
practice in the navy of using TM200 documentation for what 
were configuration changes had been occurring “…for many 
years ranging across all RAN surface ships” (para 5.7 exhibit 
“93”).  Mr Wray further concluded (para 5.10 of exhibit “93”) – 
 

“Evidence that the misuse of the TM200 was not restricted to 
Westralia but was endemic throughout the RAN is shown in the 
reports from Ships’ commanding officers in reaction to a signal (a 
Naval written directive) that went out from Navy Headquarters in 
July 1998 following the Board of Inquiry (BOI) hearings.  The signal 
required commanders to conduct an audit of changes and report any 
unauthorised configuration changes.  Over 500 unauthorised 
configuration changes were reported and whilst many of them 
appear to have been minor, with little scope to compromise safety, 
there were a number that had the potential for serious damage and 
injury to staff”. 

 
 This evidence was consistent with the evidence of 
Mr Sergeant, Project Manager for ADI at the time of the fire, 
who stated that when he was the Westralia Management 
Officer in the navy for 12 months in the later 1960s or 1970s 
the practice was widespread even then (t. 1168) and when he 
came to work with ADI it was apparent that the practice was 
continuing. 
 
 There was ample evidence from a number of different 
witnesses to the effect that the TM187 procedure was 
notoriously slow and that if an attempt had been made to use 
the TM187 procedure, the expectation would have been that 
the procedure would not have been completed for the AMP 12 
refit of the vessel and very considerable delays would have 
been involved. 
 
 I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that on this 
occasion the TM200 procedure was used deliberately, as it had 
been used regularly in the past, to by-pass what was perceived 
as being an excessively cumbersome procedure involved with 
the TM187 process. 
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 It is also possible that as the hoses were to form part of 
the low pressure system (at about 5-6 bar; Mr Goodwin at 
t.106) compared with the injection system (which was in the 
region of about 900-1200 bar; Mr Goodwin at t.106) it was 
wrongly assumed that considerable strength was not required 
and the change did not involve issues of any engineering 
complexity. 
 
(b) The Evidence Of The Three Naval Personnel Who 

Were Involved In The Decision To Use The TM200 
Procedure 

 
 The three naval personnel involved, Warrant Officer 
Jones, Warrant Officer Bottomley and Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch, all gave evidence to the effect that while they did put 
in place the TM200 process by agreement they did not believe 
it was being used to by-pass proper procedures. 
 
 The issue in contention in this context is whether or not 
each of the three witnesses was mistaken as to the 
circumstances which existed at the time and wrongly believed 
that the TM200 process was part of another process. 
 

Warrant Officer Jones 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Jones the issue of replacing 
the fixed fuel lines with flexible hose lines was raised between 
AMP 11 in 1997 and AMP 12 in 1998 by Warrant Officer 
Bottomley on a number of occasions (t.1250).  Warrant Officer 
Bottomley was the Deputy Marine Engineering Officer on HMAS 
WESTRALIA and he was the person on the ship most directly 
involved in attempting to control fuel leaks. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones had received the SG-2 form in 
1996 and had forwarded it to MISD on 29 November, 1996.  
He had also received the MISD response recommending that 
Brown and Root seek advice from an authorised Pielstick 
Agent on the matter.  Warrant Officer Jones claimed, however, 
that he did not recall the SG-2 documentation in 1997 when 
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Warrant Officer Bottomley spoke to him about the lines (see 
exhibit “66” para 53). 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones also claimed that from 1997 until 
the flexible fuel hoses were in place he could not recall ever 
having checked his file where copies of these documents were 
placed (t.1250). 
 
 I do not accept that Warrant Officer Jones was not aware 
of the MISD advice when he was approached about this matter 
by Warrant Officer Bottomley. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones stated that he could recall 
conversations with Lieutenant Commander Crouch, the 
Engineering Officer on the ship, towards the end of 1997 
where Lieutenant Commander Crouch raised the question of 
when the ship would get flexible fuel hoses.  Warrant Officer 
Jones claimed that he could recall saying that he had to get 
approval for that to be done (exhibit “66” para 54; t.1252).  He 
said that he did not recall Lieutenant Commander Crouch’s 
response (t.1253). 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones stated that he could recall a 
discussion with both Lieutenant Commander Crouch and 
Warrant Officer Bottomley in early 1998, probably January or 
February, about the flexible fuel hoses.  He stated that 
possible options were discussed including using a TM187, or a 
SG-2, he could remember saying that both would take too long 
and they would not be able to get the hoses as a work item in 
AMP 12 using either procedure.  According to Warrant Officer 
Jones he expressed the view that the equipment could be 
ordered using a TM200 process, after which there could be a 
trial using the TT117 procedure which, if it was successful 
after 12 months, could lead into a configuration change using 
the TM187 procedure (t.1253). 
 
 The TT117 procedure was a procedure introduced to 
enable trials of materials and equipment to take place so that 
an evaluation could be conducted for possible future adoption 
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of the materials and equipment by the navy (see exhibit “19”). 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Jones he believed that his 
recommendation was accepted by the other two Naval Officers 
and he believed that the TM200 process was put in place so 
that equipment could be ordered pending the TT117 trial. 
 
 I do not accept the evidence of Warrant Officer Jones as 
credible in relation to this issue and make the following 
observations – 
 

 

 

 

 

The TM200 form which Warrant Officer Jones agrees he 
saw and checked required investigation and manufacture 
of 60 flexible fuel lines.  This was clearly not a trial to 
which a TT117 procedure could properly apply but was a 
replacement of one form of line with another; 

 
The TT117 procedure required approval from the design 
authority before any trial could take place.  It was 
obvious from the TM200 document that no approval of a 
specific type of hose for trial had ever been given and no 
steps had been taken to set any parameters for the trial; 

 
The evidence of Warrant Officer Jones was in direct 
conflict with the evidence of Warrant Officer Bottomley 
and Lieutenant Commander Crouch on this point (see 
t.1258 where Warrant Officer Jones stated that their 
evidence on this point was completely wrong); 

 
Warrant Officer Jones approved payment for the hoses on 
16 March, 1998 (exhibit “39”).  If the TT117 procedure 
was going to be used, it would have been reckless of him 
to approve payment for the hoses without taking any 
steps to determine whether approval had been given for 
their use in such a “test”.  Warrant Officer Jones 
accepted in his evidence that before such a test could 
commence, there would have to be approval from a 
“higher authority” (t.1253). 
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Warrant Officer Jones said that he did not initiate a TT117 
form himself and never saw one in relation to this matter 
although he did receive the TM200 (t.1254).  He said he took 
no steps to see whether or not a TT117 was ever created and 
believed that it was not his job to do so (t.1255).  He said that 
he believed that either Lieutenant Commander Crouch or 
Warrant Officer Bottomley would have the responsibility of 
raising the TT117 documentation. 

 
 The following exchange took place in relation to this issue 

at t.1257 – 
 
“So you understood that it was perfectly clear to Commander Crouch 
and Warrant Officer Bottomley that they were going to proceed by way 
of a TT117 as a result of this conversation? --- That’s what I 
understood, yes. 
 
Right.  So you didn’t think they could have been confused about that? --
- Well, no. 
 
And you thought they were in fact processing the document? --- Yes.” 

 
 This version of events was disputed by both Warrant 
Bottomley and Lieutenant Commander Crouch who denied in 
their evidence that the possibility of using the trial TT117 
procedure was ever discussed with them. 
 
 I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that Warrant 
Officer Jones did not believe that a TT117 procedure was to be 
used. 
 
 It is also significant to note that, as discussed earlier, 
Warrant Officer Jones had advised Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch and Warrant Officer Bottomley that the “underslung” 
system would cost about $95,000.  The quote from Enzed 
through ADI which he approved provided for a cost of 
$6,732.53.  This was a striking difference in cost. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones agreed during cross-examination 
that he was aware that the manufacturer’s system for 
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permitting the installation of such hoses cost approximately 
$95,000 (t.1303) but said that he did not pause to consider 
why the manufacturer’s cost was $95,000 while what they 
were doing would only cost in the region of $6,000. 
 

 In my view – 
 

 

 

 

Warrant Officer Jones knew that the manufacturer had 
indicated that extensive configuration changes would be 
required to change the type of lines at an estimated total 
cost of about $95,000; 

 
Warrant Officer Jones knew that there had been an 
application to change the lines in 1996 using an SG-2 
form and the MISD recommendation was that advice 
should be sought about the changes from the 
manufacturer;  and 

 
Warrant Officer Jones did not consider that the 
manufacturer’s suggested changes were necessary and 
he opted to take direct action to obtain the hoses using 
the TM200 procedure. 

 
In fairness to Warrant Officer Jones he had been placed in a 

very difficult position as Contract Manager in relation to the 
RPLSS Contract.  He worked long hours starting very early 
each morning (t.1389) and had only received a 5 day handover 
from a fellow Warrant Officer prior to taking over those duties 
(t.1388).  It does not appear that Commander Coverdale, his 
superior officer at the Ordering Authority, checked as to how 
he was coping (t.1390) and it appears clear that although a 
number of senior officers attended Pre-AMP meetings, none of 
them involved themselves in the detail of how the contract was 
being managed.  In my view Warrant Officer Jones was under 
pressure to get things done for HMAS WESTRALIA, such as fixing 
the fuel leak problem in question, and was doing his best to 
achieve the sought results.  Unfortunately in my view the 
position of Contract Manager was under-resourced by the 
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navy (this matter is discussed in greater detail later in these 
reasons). 
 

Warrant Officer Bottomley 
 
 At the time of the fire Warrant Officer Bottomley was 
Deputy Marine Engineering Officer of HMAS WESTRALIA and he 
held the rank of Warrant Officer Marine Technical.  Since the 
fire Warrant Officer Bottomley has left the Navy and he now 
works with Quicksilver Connections as a Fleet Engineer. 
 
 It was Warrant Officer Bottomley who was directly 
involved in dealing with oil leaks to the main engines and he 
considered that the leaks constituted a major safety issue 
(statement exhibit “15”, para 77). 
 
 During AMP 10 (November or December 1996) 
Mr Morland spoke to Warrant Officer Bottomley about the 
Pielstick Service Bulletin which referred to fitting flexible fuel 
lines. 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Bottomley, although he did 
see the Pielstick Service Bulletin (Exhibit “30”), and a copy was 
retained in his filing cabinet (t.418), he did not appreciate that 
it referred to his ship because when he saw the diagram of 
what was described as a typical modified arrangement, he 
considered that the configuration was different from the 
engines on HMAS WESTRALIA (t.420).  This was in spite of the 
fact that the heading of the Bulletin specifically referred to 
PC2.2 engines, the type of engines in use in HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 
 At t.420 the following exchange took place – 
 

“CORONER : Sorry, just following on from that, you say in your 
statement at paragraph 77 that on joining the “Westralia” in August 
96, it became immediately apparent that fuel and oil leaks to the 
main engines was a safety issue.  So that’s something you were 
concerned about.  And then you had discussions with people like Mr 
Morland about the way to cut down fuel leaks? --- Yes, that’s correct, 
Mr - - your Worship. 
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You were particularly worried about these fuel leaks, and you read 
this document, Pielstick Engine Service Bulletin, which spoke about 
an improved piping arrangement available to overcome fuel leaking.  
Are you saying that you didn’t in any way connect that as being 
potentially applicable at least to your vessel - - ? - - - No - - 
 
- just because it seemed to have a different configuration? - - - I 
honestly believed, your Worship, that that wasn’t my vessel, and I 
didn’t see how it could be configured to be my vessel”. 

 
 Later in his evidence Warrant Officer Bottomley agreed 
that the bulletin in fact clearly related specifically to the engine 
on board the HMAS WESTRALIA (t.9 of 2/5/03). 
 
 Although Warrant Officer Bottomley read the bulletin 
within the first two weeks of his joining the vessel in August 
1996 (t.419) he did not understand the significance of a “spill 
pulse” referred to in that document and in evidence he said “I 
had no idea what it meant” (t.419). 
 
 While the diagram contained in the bulletin (see exhibit 
“30”) did show a different configuration from that in place in 
the HMAS WESTRALIA, the bulletin explains that the 
manufacturer is recommending an entirely different piping 
arrangement to overcome the fuel leaks.  The bulletin also 
refers to spill pulses in the context of a need for pulsation 
dampers to reduce these to “…an acceptable level…”.  The 
meaning of the document is reasonably clear even to an 
unskilled person and it is fairly obvious that the words 
“spill pulse” must have been referring to pressure when read 
in context even to a person with no direct relevant engineering 
knowledge. 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Bottomley, Mr Morland told 
him in 1996 during AMP 10 that Lloyd’s had given approval of 
the application for the configuration change but it was bogged 
down with Material In Service Design (MISD) (t.317). 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley claimed that towards the end 
of AMP 10, that is in 1996, Mr Morland informed him that he 
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had received approval for the installation of the new flexible 
fuel lines.  In his statement (exhibit “15”) Warrant Officer 
Bottomley claimed that Mr Morland used words to the effect of 
“I have approval for the manufacture of the lines – approval to 
go ahead and get them manufactured”.  Warrant Officer 
Bottomley stated that he believed that Mr Morland had lodged 
a TM187 document in 1996 (t.315), although “…he never used 
the words ‘TM187’” (t.424). 
 
 This account was disputed by Mr Morland who stated 
that there had been no approval for the installation of the new 
lines and he had not said that he had received any such 
approval. 
 
 Although I have concerns about the reliability of 
Mr Morland’s evidence in relation to a number of issues I 
prefer Mr Morland’s evidence in this context because flexible 
fuel lines had not in fact been approved and it is difficult to 
see why he would lie about their approval, (I do not consider it 
likely that he could have honestly believed that they had been 
approved at that time), particularly when if he had said that 
they were approved the likely response would have been for 
Warrant Officer Bottomley to insist that they be put in place 
without delay.  It also would have been very easy for Warrant 
Officer Bottomley to check with In Service Design to find out 
whether or not they had been approved had he wished to do so 
and if he was concerned about delay – the approval sought 
was, after all, a naval approval. 
 
 While Mr Morland did give evidence that at the time of 
the Board of Inquiry he collapsed and did not have a 
recollection of the events of 1996 and was still “…totally 
confused…” (t.916) he did make the important point in relation 
to this issue that the SG2 documentation had only been dated 
27 November 1996 and so it was most unlikely that an 
approval would have been given during AMP 10 (25 November 
to 20 December 1996) as he had been told that the navy 
approval system “…takes years…” (t.920). 
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 In addition it is objectively clear that as of 8 January, 
1997 (the date of the Lloyd’s Register fax to Mr Morland) 
Mr Morland must have known that the SG2 application which 
had specifically referred to the Aeroquip type “FC234AQP” 
flexible hoses could not have been successful as Lloyd’s 
Register had advised that the hoses had not been approved 
either generally or for the use intended. 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley said that he had a number of 
conversations with Warrant Officer Jones between 1996 and 
early 1998 about documentation relating to the hoses at which 
time he believed that there was a TM18 approval document in 
existence.  Warrant Officer Bottomley was asked about what 
occurred in the following exchange – 
 

“Well did - - did you say to Warrant Officer Jones, “Look, this has 
been approved.  What’s holding it up”? - - - I asked him several 
times where the documentation was.  I never asked him where - - 
what was holding the approval up, because I believed we had the 
approval. 
 
You never referred to the approval at all - - ? - - - Not - - in your 
conversations with Warrant Officer Jones? - - - not that I remember, 
no. 
 
See - - see the approval is the TM18? - - - that’s correct” (t.25 of 
2/5/03). 
 
 

 Warrant Officer Bottomley said that he did not 
specifically ask Warrant Officer Jones for the TM18 approval 
(t.552), he simply asked him “…for the documentation for the 
fuel hoses” (t.551).  He said that Warrant Officer Jones told 
him that the documentation was “…tied up in the transfer from 
Brown and Root to ADI” (t.552). 
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 Warrant Officer Bottomley also said that he believed that 
a TM18 approval would go to the Westralia Maintenance Office 
(t. 25 of 2/5/03) and to MISD (t. 26 of 2/5/03).  In these 
circumstances it is difficult to believe that he would have been 
satisfied by a response by Warrant Officer Jones to the effect 



that documentation was tied up in the Brown and Root to ADI 
transfer if he believed that other copies of the relevant 
approval document were available and with the navy. 
 
 It is also difficult to believe that Warrant Officer 
Bottomley spoke to Warrant Officer Jones about the flexible 
hoses on a number of occasions from late 1996 until early 
1998 and they were referred to at most monthly meetings 
(Statement of Warrant Officer Bottomley; para 84 of Exhibit 
“15”) but that Warrant Officer Jones never explained that there 
was no approval for the hoses and Warrant Officer Bottomley 
never asked him directly about the approval. 
 

According to Warrant Officer Bottomley during AMP 11 
(11 August to 19 September, 1997) there were several 
conversations about the flexible hoses and Warrant Officer 
Jones and Mr Sergeant stated that they would locate the 
documentation for the AMP 12 maintenance period which was 
due to commence in March 1998. 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Bottomley, in February 
1998 he was present during a conversation with Warrant 
Officer Jones and Lieutenant Command Crouch, during which 
Mr Sergeant may also have been present.  During that 
conversation Warrant Officer Jones told them to raise a TM200 
for the flexible fuel lines to be manufactured so that they could 
be included in the forthcoming AMP 12 work package 
(statement exhibit “15” para 87; t.323). 
 
 Mr Sergeant could not recall any such conversation in his 
presence and said that he did not believe that it happened 
(t.666, 667). 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Bottomley he was “over the 
moon” that they were getting the fuel lines but he was 
exasperated (t.325) that all was required was to submit a 
TM200.  He stated that he swore at Warrant Officer Jones as a 
result of his exasperation. 
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Warrant Officer Bottomley disputed Warrant Officer 
Jones’ account that there was a discussion as to the various 
methods which could be used to raise approval for the 
installation of the hoses.  He said that he had no doubt that 
such a conversation never took place (statement exhibit “15” 
para 97).  He was certain that it was never suggested that a 
TM200 could be used followed by a TT117 form (statement 
para 97) and he did not believe that the TT117 procedure 
would have been appropriate (t. 42 of 2/5/03). 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley stated that he believed that a 
TM187 had already been raised and that a TM188 document 
must had been received by Warrant Officer Jones (t.21 of 
2/5/03). 
 
 He said that he had not seen a TM18 document on the 
ship although he accepted that there was a register on the 
ship in which TM187 and TM188 documents should have been 
recorded (the TM172 Register) (t.576).  He claimed that he 
never checked the ship’s register because he believed that 
TM187 and TM188 documents raised by an outside contractor 
would not be recorded in the register (t.586). 
 
 This evidence is difficult to accept as other evidence of 
navy witnesses indicates that the TM172 was intended to 
record all TM187 and TM188 documentation applicable to the 
ship and Lieutenant Commander Crouch gave evidence that 
he in fact wrote up the register every time one of these 
documents was raised and when a contractor raised the 
documentation, the contractor would communicate with the 
ship and he would write up the register accordingly (t.1787-
1788).  It would be surprising if Warrant Officer Bottomley was 
not aware of the purpose of this register on his own ship. 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley arranged for a subordinate to 
draft the TM200 document which he submitted to Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch.  Warrant Officer Bottomley specifically 
inserted a requirement that the fuel lines be “Lloyd’s 
approved”.  Lieutenant Commander Crouch added the word 
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“investigate” before returning the document to him (see t.22 of 
2/5/03). 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley stated that before the drafting 
of the TM200 document he did not ask to see the TM188 
document which he assumed Warrant Officer Jones had 
obtained (t. 21 of 2/5/03).  He agreed in evidence with the 
proposition that if a TM188 document had been prepared it 
would contain detailed specifications and there was no need 
for Lieutenant Commander Crouch to insert the word 
“investigate” in the TM200 as there would be nothing to 
investigate (t. 23 of 2/5/03). 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley said that he added the words 
relating to Lloyd’s approval to the TM200 as he did not know 
whether the TM188 procedure would have included obtaining 
Lloyd’s approval and he wanted to be absolutely sure that 
Lloyd’s approval was obtained (t.24 of 2/5/03). 
 
 In my view if Warrant Officer Bottomley had believed that 
a TM187 application had been made and a TM188 document 
was in existence providing detailed particulars as to an 
approval of flexible fuel lines, some steps would have been 
taken to obtain a copy of those documents. 
 
 If there had been a detailed approval document (TM188) 
in existence it would have contained all of the necessary 
information required to make the change and might have 
contained detailed drawings and specifications.  It would have 
been extremely foolish to have prepared a TM200 document 
relating to the same change without referring to this document 
if it had been in existence. 
 
 In addition if Warrant Officer Bottomley had believed that 
there was a TM188 approval available, it is difficult to 
understand why he would not specifically ask Warrant Officer 
Jones about that document. 
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 I do not accept Warrant Officer Bottomley’s evidence in 
relation to the TM200 procedure and am satisfied beyond all 
reasonable doubt that he did not believe that there was a 
TM188 document in existence. 
 

Lieutenant Commander Crouch 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch was the Engineering 
Officer on the HMAS WESTRALIA at the time of the fire, having 
been posted there on 11 November, 1996. 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch held a certificate in 
Marine Engineering and an Advanced Diploma in Marine 
Engineering.  He had been an instructor in the Marine 
Engineering School from 1988 to 1990.  In addition he had 
obtained a number of Marine Engineering Certificates.  He had 
previously served on HMAS Swan from 1994 to 1996.  HMAS 
Swan had steam propulsion.  In 1996 HMAS Swan was 
decommissioned and it was then that Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch was posted to HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch claimed that shortly after 
his posting with HMAS WESTRALIA in 1996 Mr Morland, who 
was then the Mechanical Supervisor for Brown and Root, 
spoke to him about the possibility of using flexible hoses and 
showed him the Pielstick bulletin (t.1699).  He kept a copy of 
the bulletin in his own file but claimed that within a few 
weeks, when he saw leaks coming from the lines when the 
engines were running, he had completely forgotten about the 
conversation or the fact that he had a copy of the 
manufacturer’s recommended solution (t.1701). 
 
 He said that he did not consider that the Pielstick 
document was significant at the time when it was shown to 
him even though the contractor’s representative specifically 
drew it to his attention (t.1823) and when he saw the leaks 
and they concerned him shortly afterwards he had “forgotten 
about it” (t.1823). 
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 Lieutenant Commander Crouch was very concerned 
about the number of leaks on HMAS WESTRALIA and he believed 
that the extent of the leaks was “…quite extraordinary” 
(Statement exhibit “78” p.6). 
 
 According to Lieutenant Commander Crouch between 
July 1997 and January 1998 he was in regular contact with 
Warrant Officer Jones and he asked him on a number of 
occasions when they would be getting the flexible fuel hoses.  
On each occasion Warrant Officer Jones told him that 
approval was required (exhibit “78” p.13. l4). 
 
 According to Lieutenant Commander Crouch in 1997 and 
1998 he believed that an application made by Brown and Root 
in 1996 was still going through (although Brown and Root was 
no longer the contractor under the maintenance contract). 
 
 Before the Board of Inquiry Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch stated that over the entire period from 1996 until early 
1998 he never asked a single question to ascertain what 
procedure was being adopted to obtain approval for the fitting 
of the flexible fuel hoses (BOI t. 2871).  At the inquest, 
however, he stated that he believed that an SG2 application 
had been made. 
 
 Lieutenant Command Crouch’s explanation for the use of 
the TM200 document which he signed was as follows 
(t.1706) – 
 

“All right.  How did the document come to be drafted so that you 
could sign it? - - - Warrant Officer Bottomley and I went up to the 
flight deck on “Westralia”, and when we got to the top of the ladder 
we spotted Mr Sergeant and Warrant Officer Jones standing there 
talking, so we walked over to them and we just started talking 
about things in general, work pages, and I happened to say, “When 
do we get our flexible hoses?” and he said, “Put a 200 in.”  Warrant 
Officer Bottomley and I were both surprised.  I remember looking at 
Mr Sergeant, you know, and sort of pulling my head back as if to 
say “What?” and he went, “Yeah.”  I then made the incorrect 
assumption that ADI had gained approval to fit flexible hoses. 
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All right.  Well - - ? - - - So I sent Warrant Officer Bottomley down to 
get someone to type it out, that’s the main engine petty officer, and 
he brought it up to me for signature.  I looked at it.  I know 
absolutely nothing about flexible hoses.  I don’t know what’s 
required, how you can stop them from twisting when you tighten 
them.  I don’t know what sort of spares you need.  I don’t know 
what the materials are going to be made out, the unions and that 
sort of thing.  So I says, “All right.  Let’s put the word ‘Investigate’.”  
So he went away, put the word “Investigate”, brought it back to me.  
I signed it and we put it in Maximo for transmitting.” 

 
 According to Lieutenant Commander Crouch he assumed 
that the approval had been given by way of the SG-2 process.  
He said that he believed that the Sg-2 approval was for a 
limited, but unspecified time period (t.1722) and that it would 
eventually have been necessary to “clean it up” with a TM187 
application (t.1721). 
 
 The difficulty I have with this account is that if 
Lieutenant Commander Crouch had believed that the SG-2 
process was complete, why would he require Warrant Officer 
Bottomley to prepare a draft TM200 without finding out 
exactly what had been approved, particularly as the approval 
itself may have contained specified requirements to be 
completed before the hoses could be manufactured. 
 
 I note that in his evidence before the Board of Inquiry 
Lieutenant Commander Crouch did not suggest that he 
believed that an SG2 application had been made but stated 
that he did not know what sort of an application had been put 
in and did not ask Warrant Officer Jones about it (BOI t.2885).  
At one point he said that “…the way it started to drag out, I 
must have had a thought in the back of my mind that they had 
gone through a 187 process” (BOI t.2870).  At the inquest 
hearing Lieutenant Commander Crouch claimed that his 
evidence was more reliable at the inquest than at the time of 
the Board of Inquiry hearings because he was “in shock” at the 
time of those hearings (t.1793). 
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 If there had been a TM187 and TM188 document in 
existence Lieutenant Commander Crouch would have been 
expected to know about them because he was responsible for 
keeping the ship’s configuration change register (t.1777). 
 
 Even though I accept that at the time of his giving 
evidence to the Board of Inquiry relating to this issue, which 
took place on 13 June, 1998, Lieutenant Commander Crouch 
would have been very distressed and shocked by the events of 
5 May, 1998, I do not accept that he would have forgotten 
about, or become confused about, the circumstances 
surrounding the completion of the TM200 form as a result. 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch claimed that he had 
inserted the word “investigate” into the TM200 which then 
read in context “Investigate the manufacture and the instalment 
of Lloyd’s approved flexible fuel lines” (exhibit “35”) because he 
did not know anything about flexible hoses and did not know 
what spares were required (t.1723).  He also stated that “…an 
SG-2 approval doesn’t have the consolidated engineering 
investigations with … behind it that … a 188 does” (t.1723). 
 
 In my view this account is not credible.  If Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch knew little about flexible hoses and 
believed that there had been an SG-2 approval, it would have 
been logical to obtain a copy of the approval document prior to 
settling a document which would lead to the ordering of such 
hoses through a contractor.  It would have been a simple task 
to obtain a copy of the SG2 approval document if one existed 
to check exactly what it contained or at least to ask Warrant 
Officer Jones about the detail of what had been approved. 
 
 When this proposition was specifically put to Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch he did not provide an adequate 
explanation, see e.g. t.1827-1828 – 
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“Weren’t you interested to know whether this would be an 
underslung system, whether it required modifications to your current 
engines, whether it was an easy task, whether it was a difficult 
task that required alterations to your engines?- - - No, because - - 
and that may be because I’d - - if I’d had conversations with Alan 



Morland, you know, “How hard are these things to fit?”  I’m not 
saying that happened but I’m trying to explain why I didn’t ask 
some of these questions.” 

 
 I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch did not believe that an SG2 application 
had been approved.  I do, however, accept his evidence that 
Warrant Officer Jones said that they could proceed by putting 
in a TM200 and that when he, as a representative of the 
Ordering Authority gave that indication, Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch believed that further delays in addressing 
the fuel leak problem could be avoided by taking that action. 
 
Concerns of Commander Sippel as to inappropriate use of 

TM200’s 
 
 In this context it is particularly concerning that 
Commander Sippel had apparently identified breaches in the 
TM200 procedure at a Pre-AMP meeting for AMP 12 on 
10 March, 1998.  At the time Commander Sippel was the Class 
Logistics Manager.  He said that he attended a Pre-AMP 
meeting as he was doing a review of the performance of the 
RPLSS contract.  He was present as an observer to witness the 
proceedings of how the AMP meetings were managed and in 
order to review a proposed contract amendment resulting from 
failures in the former AMP 11’s management. 
 
 At that Pre-AMP meeting Commander Sippel observed 
that a number of configuration changes were being proceeded 
with by using the TM200 procedure contrary to the Navy 
requirements. 
 
 He stated that he spoke to Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch advising that the correct procedure for implementing 
configuration changes involved the use of TM187 
documentation and in future a copy of the documentation 
should be forwarded to the fleet and a copy forwarded to his 
office (t.4195 – BOI). 
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 Commander Sippel stated that he did not speak 
specifically about the flexible fuel hoses, his comments were 
“…more generically about the process, as opposed to specific 
items”  (t.4195 – BOI). 
 
 According to Commander Sippel, Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch agreed that he was aware that use of the TM200 
procedure to implement configuration changes was 
inappropriate but “…sort of indicated…that it was an accepted 
practice” (t.4198 – BOI).  Commander Sippel advised that it 
had to stop. 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch in his evidence at the 
inquest agreed that Commander Sippel had spoken to him 
about the issue, see e.g. t.1724 –  
 

“And did he suggest that that is what had been going on? - - - No.  
He made a generic, “We need to be careful that we don’t use 200s to 
implement configuration change,” but he didn’t put anything specific, 
and I didn’t realise that we didn’t have SG-2 approval for this thing”. 

 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch stated that the comment 
was part of a general conversation and he did not consider 
that it was necessary to review the work list as he did not 
believe that there were any obvious configuration changes 
being progressed by TM200s (t.1727). 
 
 After the considerable delays involved in relation to the 
flexible hoses, and after Warrant Officer Jones had suddenly 
suggested that they “put a 200 in” and the TM200 document 
was prepared in the absence of any approval documentation, if 
Lieutenant Commander Crouch had any reservations about 
the process this conversation should have alerted him to the 
possibility that proper procedures were not being followed and 
at least prompted a check for supporting documentation. 
 

Conclusion as to the use of the TM200 procedure 
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 Fuel leaks from the rigid fuel lines were an ongoing 
significant problem in HMAS WESTRALIA.  The navy personnel 



involved in creating the TM200 application undoubtedly 
believed that they were acting in the navy’s best interest in 
taking steps to change the fuel lines with a minimum of delay 
and mindful of the fact that if the lines were not replaced 
promptly, the opportunity to do so would be lost until some 
later major maintenance activity took place on the vessel.  If 
either the SG2 or TM187 procedure had been used flexible fuel 
lines would not have been approved for installation during 
AMP12. 
 
 None of the three men concerned had any knowledge of 
spill pulse pressures and all would have assumed that the new 
hoses would carry relatively low pressures. 
 
 There was certainly no appreciation of the dangers 
involved in by-passing correct procedures on this occasion and 
it would appear that this approach had been taken on many 
previous occasions throughout the navy. 
 
 The three men involved would have derived some comfort 
from the fact that the TM200 document required ADI to 
“investigate” and specified use of “Lloyd’s approved” hoses.  A 
competent engineering investigation would have been expected 
to reveal any safety issues in using flexible hoses and the 
requirement for Lloyd’s approval would have been expected to 
ensure that hoses suitable for the purpose would be used. 
 
 From the point of view of Lieutenant Commander Crouch 
and Warrant Officer Bottomley, Warrant Officer Jones, the 
representative of the Ordering Authority, had told them that 
they could proceed by using the TM200 procedure.  Even if 
they had reservations about the correctness of using the 
procedure, this assurance would have provided some further 
comfort in using that procedure. 
 
(c) The involvement of the Commanding Officer – 

Captain Edwin Dietrich 
 

At the time of the fire the Commander of the 
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HMAS WESTRALIA was Captain Edwin Dietrich.  He currently 
holds the position of Director of Joint Operations in the 
Strategic Operations Division in Canberra. 
 

On 5 May 1998 Captain Dietrich held the rank of 
Commander and was the Commanding Officer of 
HMAS WESTRALIA.  He attended the pre-AMP12 meetings at 
which the work list identified the manufacture and installation 
of flexible fuel lines as one of the tasks to be performed.  Also 
at these meetings there was discussion about configuration 
changes and reference was made to the relevant forms 
(TM200, TM187 etc). 

 
At the inquest Captain Dietrich was questioned about the 

fuel leaks and remedial action which was to be taken and he 
stated that the proposed replacement of the fixed hoses with 
flexible hoses had been raised with and he said that it 
appeared to him to be a good idea.  Captain Dietrich stated 
that “I gave it a high priority” (t.1627). 

 
Captain Dietrich stated that during the course of his 

training he had not learned anything about spill pulse 
pressures (t.1612). 

 
Captain Dietrich had minimal experience on vessels 

similar to HMAS WESTRALIA prior to his appointment on 7 July, 
1997.  He had previously served on a US navy tanker in 1986 
for 3 days and for one week on a Royal Navy Fleet Ancilliary 
“Rover Class” tanker in 1987. 

 
Captain Dietrich had first served on the USS Midway as a 

midshipman on exchange with the US Navy, that was an 
aircraft carrier.  He received his bridge watching certification 
on HMAS Derwent which was a steam driven frigate and then 
was shifted as executive officer of a landing craft based in 
Brisbane (t.1613). 

 
Captain Dietrich had then worked on the HMAS Tobruk, 

which was a landing ship, as a gunnery officer.  From there he 
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had been posted to the United Kingdom after which he worked 
as a gunnery officer on HMAS Adelaide (a guided missile 
frigate). 

 
He worked on the HMAS Arrow and then the HMAS 

Avenger in 1988. 
 
Captain Dietrich’s next sea posting was in command of 

HMAS Geelong, a patrol boat.  The HMAS Geelong weighed 
approximately 200 tonnes.  Captain Dietrich’s next sea posting 
was to HMAS WESTRALIA, the largest ship in the fleet which 
displaces over 40,000 tonnes fully laden. 

 
Captain Dietrich was asked about the dramatic change in 

the size of the vessels under his command and he stated that 
size was relatively unimportant. 

 
The following exchange took place at t.1617 – 
 
“All right.  Isn’t the position analogous to a hang glider pilot or a 
microlight pilot going straight to a 747 – going from a small boat to a 
large tanker? - - - Well, I have an opposite view, that size is not the 
issue, that it’s the complexity of the vessel.  Now, in the case of 
“Westralia” where it just does one thing – it carries cargo around – 
then you might say you could use a junior officer, because he’s only 
got one – - one role to manage.  Yet if you’re going to a frigate, well, 
you have to not only drive the ship around but you have to be able to 
fight submarines under water.  You need to be able to fight aircraft 
above water.  You need to be able to fight ships, surface ships, and 
then you need to be able to provide surface bombardment.  You have 
four or five spheres of warfare that you need to operate in, which is 
a much higher level of complexity, command complexity.  Therefore 
you need a senior officer.  Yet that ship is, you know, one-fifth of the 
size of “Westralia”.  So I don’t think simple size means bigger means 
more experienced holds true. 
 
All right.  But you went from a vessel of 200 tonnes to the very 
largest vessel in the naval fleet, didn’t you? - - - Correct”. 
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 Captain Dietrich was asked about the British situation 
where the Royal Fleet Auxiliary controls similar logistic vessels 
and requires a period of experience with a similar vessel prior 



to taking command.  Captain Dietrich suggested that such 
experience was not necessary and stated that before the fire he 
had effectively had 6 months experience (t.1618). 
 
 In spite of his period of service with HMAS WESTRALIA 
prior to the fire, Captain Dietrich admitted that he was almost 
completely ignorant of the Lloyd’s Certification requirements 
for his vessel.  He stated that at the time of his taking 
command of HMAS WESTRALIA “I had a very slender knowledge, 
which I now realise was deficient” (t.1618). 
 
 Captain Dietrich was asked about the navy’s procedure 
for implementing changes to vessels and he agreed that he did 
not have an accurate or an in depth knowledge of the relevant 
process (t.1622). 
 
 Captain Dietrich agreed that as commanding officer he 
was responsible for the safe conduct of the ship in accordance 
with Defence Instructions.  Lieutenant Commander Crouch as 
head of the engineering department reported directly to him.  
In the context of this particular case it is clear that Captain 
Dietrich did nothing to monitor the contract or to identify the 
incorrect usage of the TM200 procedure to implement a 
configuration change contrary to naval requirements. 
 
 In addition it is clear that Captain Dietrich did not 
understand the significance of Lloyd’s requirements and did 
nothing to ensure that the ship remained in class. 
 
 Captain Dietrich was asked at the inquest how he would 
characterise the navy’s decision to put a person in his position 
who did not understand the basic requirements of the Lloyd’s 
regime to which he replied “A systemic failure” (t.1628). 
 
 In the context of the commander’s responsibility for the 
safe conduct of the ship, it is apparent that more was required 
of Captain Dietrich than simply to “…drive the ship around” as 
he appears to have believed (t.1617).  If commanding the ship 
was as simple as he suggested, it appears disappointing that 
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Captain Dietrich did not take steps to familiarise himself with 
the classification requirements for the vessel under his 
command and did not take a sufficient interest in the AMP 
process to familiarise himself with the basic documentation 
and procedures involved in maintaining the vessel. 
 
4. Lloyd’s certification requirements were not complied 

with 
 
 HMAS WESTRALIA was classed as a “tanker under survey” 
by Lloyd’s Register of Shipping. 
 
 Continuance of class was subject to compliance with the 
requirements of Lloyd’s Register of Shipping’s Rules and 
Regulations for the classification of ships. 
 
 In particular, in order to for HMAS WESTRALIA to maintain 
its certificate of class, it was necessary for any proposed 
alterations to equipment or machinery to be submitted for 
approval to Lloyd’s and any such alterations were to be carried 
out to the satisfaction of Lloyd’s Register Surveyors. 
 
 It was the responsibility of the owner (the navy) to ensure 
that continuance of class was maintained (see the Certificate 
of Class document relating to Westralia; exhibit “28”). 
 
 In addition ADI had contracted in the RPLSS contract to 
ensure that the vessel remained in class and approved 
alterations of equipment or machinery were to be carried out 
under the inspection of and to the satisfaction of the Lloyd’s 
Classification Society (see clause 6.1.9). 
 
 ADI in its submissions has contended that 6.1.9 of the 
contract expressly left open the question of whether it was the 
responsibility of the Commonwealth or ADI to ensure that 
work was carried out on the vessel consistent with its Lloyd’s 
class. 
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 6.1.9 provides – 
 

“6.1.9  All repairs to the hull, equipment, and machinery which may 
be required in order that the Vessel retains class, and approved 
alterations to scantlings and arrangements of hull, equipment or 
machinery shall be carried out under the inspection of and to the 
satisfaction of the Lloyd’s Classification Society/AMSA Surveyors as 
applicable”. 

 
 It was ADI which was to effect the repairs etc. and so in 
my view it is clear that ADI was expected to do that work to 
the satisfaction of the Lloyd’s Classification Society.  This view 
is strengthened by the terms of clause 1.3 of Attachment A to 
the contract which provides – 
 

“1.3 In the case of HMAS WESTRALIA, the Commonwealth has 
identified an ongoing requirement for a commercial organisation to 
assist the RAN by providing a degree of maintenance management 
and other support services in order to maintain the Operational 
Readiness and Lloyds Classification of the Vessel.  The 
Commonwealth considers that this avenue of maintenance 
management is the most cost effective for HMAS WESTRALIA as it 
releases RAN manpower resources to perform the activities for which 
they are better suited, and because commercial support of the vessel 
is expected to realise other cost benefits”. 

 
 In this case the hoses which were installed were not 
approved for the purpose by Lloyd’s Register of Shipping and 
the alterations to and installation of the hoses was not carried 
out to the satisfaction of Lloyd’s Register’s surveyors. 
 
 This was important because Lloyd’s Register’s surveyors 
should have been aware of the need to ensure that any hoses 
fitted were capable of withstanding relevant pressures.  A 
proper review by Lloyd’s surveyors should have identified the 
deficiencies in the hoses and the disaster might have been 
avoided. 
 
 In this context it is amazing to note that none of the 
relevant personnel on the ship appeared to have any adequate 
knowledge of Lloyd’s requirements.  Captain Dietrich, the 
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Commander of the vessel, for example, stated that he had a 
“very slender knowledge” of the Lloyd’s Certification 
requirements which he now realises was deficient (t.1618).  In 
addition, Warrant Officer Jones, the officer of the Ordering 
Authority responsible for overseeing the contract, stated that 
when he went to the HMAS WESTRALIA in 1991 as Deputy 
Marine Engineering Officer he had minimal knowledge of the 
system (t.1224), he did not believe there was a copy of the 
rules and regulations on the ship (t.1225) and that while he 
had gradually picked up some knowledge about the rules from 
correspondence, meetings etc (t.1225), he did not have a 
detailed knowledge of the rules of compliance (t.1226). 
 
 When Warrant Officer Jones joined the Ordering 
Authority in 1994 and assumed the responsibilities of contract 
manager he received a 5 day hand-over but he could not recall 
whether or not he was told about the Lloyd’s requirements at 
that time (t.1229).  He said that a copy of the Lloyd’s rules and 
regulations were not kept at the Ordering Authority offices but 
were available at the contractor’s offices (t.1229). 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones gave evidence that at the time he 
believed that he was adequately equipped to carry out the 
burden of assisting with keeping the vessel in class although 
he now does not believe that he was (t.1229). 
 
 According to Warrant Officer Jones, he assumed that it 
was the contractor’s responsibility to ensure that the ship was 
compliant and that the ship’s certification was maintained. 
 
 Commander Coverdale, the Officer in Charge of the 
Ordering Authority, said that he was not aware of the 
“intricacies involved” in keeping the vessel in class and relied 
on Warrant Officer Jones and the contractor to provide 
professional advice on those matters (statement exhibit “83” 
para 55). 
 
 Prior to Commander Coverdale’s appointment as Officer 
in Charge of the Ordering Authority he knew nothing about 
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Lloyd’s requirements (t.1875) and as at 5 May, 1998 he had 
never seen the Certificate of Class or the relevant Lloyd’s rules 
relating to the HMAS WESTRALIA (t.1876).  He did not 
understand the relationship between Lloyd’s rules and 
configuration changes and considered that with the benefit of 
hindsight he was not able to adequately supervise Warrant 
Officer Jones and the Navy had not given him adequate 
training with regards to Lloyd’s certification (t.1877). 
 
 Mr Morland, ADI’s Technical Specialist responsible for 
directly overseeing the contract in Perth, stated that he knew 
“nothing” about ADI’s responsibility to keep the 
HMAS WESTRALIA within class (t.787).  He stated in his evidence 
that he knew that Lloyd’s surveyors inspected the vessel and 
he knew that there was a copy of Lloyd’s Register of Shipping’s 
rules and regulations available to him but he did not believe 
that it was his responsibility to take steps to ensure that the 
vessel remained within its certification.  He said that he was 
given no instructions as to what he should do to assist in 
keeping the vessel within class (t.788). 
 
 Mr Morland said that he believed that other ADI 
employees, Roger Sergeant and Singara Singh, were the 
Lloyd’s experts. 
 
 Mr Sergeant, Mr Morland’s senior officer in Western 
Australia, said that when he was appointed to the position of 
Project Manager responsible for the RPLSS contract for the 
HMAS WESTRALIA he read the contract and spoke with a Lloyd’s 
representative at their offices in Fremantle (t.1146).  He said 
that he did not obtain any documents relevant to keeping the 
vessel in class from Lloyds but that a set of Lloyd’s rules and 
regulations was forwarded to him from ADI’s eastern states 
office (t.1146).  He did not look at the rules and regulations, 
but they were given to Mr Singh. 
 
 Mr Sergeant stated that he did know that part of the 
contract that ADI had with the Navy involved keeping the ship 
in class as certified by Lloyd’s (t.1145).  Mr Sergeant stated 
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that he believed that Mr Morland had a knowledge about 
Lloyd’s rules although he had not specifically inquired as to 
the extent of that knowledge (t.1147).  He stated that on 
occasions they had discussed Lloyd’s requirements and he 
believed that Mr Morland, when he had worked previously with 
Brown and Root, had performed the same function as he did 
with ADI and would have a reasonable knowledge of the 
Lloyd’s requirements. 
 
 In fact it appears clear that Mr Morland had greater 
responsibility in practice when he worked with ADI than he 
had as an employee of Brown and Root. 
 
 Mr Sergeant stated that in the case of work being 
supervised by Mr Morland, it was Mr Morland’s responsibility 
to ensure that the work was done in accordance with Lloyd’s 
rules and requirements (t.1147). 
 
 The TM200 which had been drafted by Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch and Warrant Officer Bottomley relating to 
the flexible fuel hoses (exhibit “35”) specifically referred to 
investigating the manufacture and instalment of “Lloyd’s 
approved flexible fuel lines”.  When Mr Morland prepared the 
work instruction for use by the sub-contractor (exhibit “36”) 
the wording was changed to “Manufacture 64 new lines to 
Lloyd’s approved standard”.  This was an important change 
because while Lloyd’s did approve classes of hoses as being 
acceptable for use on ships, whether a particular class of hose 
would be suitable for a specific purpose or function was 
another matter. 
 
 Mr Morland left it to the sub-contractor Enzed to deal 
with the issue of Lloyd’s approval. 
 

Mr Morland gave evidence that in March 1998, when they 
were discussing the proto-type of the lines, Warrant Officer 
Bottomley had asked whether they were Lloyd’s approved and 
he replied “Yes” (t.805).  He stated that he believed that Enzed 
would have obtained Lloyd’s approval because of the work 
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instruction (see BOI Report 10.132).  Mr Morland never 
specifically asked Mr Old of Enzed whether the hoses were 
Lloyd’s approved (t.805). 

 
At the inquest Mr Morland said that he had asked Mr Old 

to supply Lloyd’s approved hoses and Mr Old had made a 
comment during a discussion with him which suggested that 
Mr Old knew that the hoses had to be Lloyd’s approved (t.806). 

 
He was asked whether he thought he should have 

conducted some sort of check and he said “In hindsight I 
should have, yes” (t.806). 

 
The statement that the hoses were Lloyd’s approved was 

a remarkably reckless representation to make to Warrant 
Officer Bottomley in the circumstances and without having 
received any information from Enzed at all. 
 
 Mr Morland stated that he gave Mr Old a copy of the 
Lloyd’s list of approved flexible hoses.  In fact the hose 
ultimately supplied was not on that list. 
 
 Mr Old did not know what Lloyd’s Register of Shipping 
was and was not familiar with Lloyd’s requirements.  He stated 
to the Board of Inquiry that “I was aware that Lloyd’s was to 
do with insurance and that was about it” (t.3071 - BOI).  
Mr Old did not tell Mr Morland that he was not familiar with 
Lloyd’s requirements or make any further enquiries of Lloyd’s 
Register of Shipping. 
 
 Mr Old knew that the hose which was ultimately provided 
was not on the Lloyd’s list provided but claimed that as 
Mr Morland had accepted the hose, he assumed that it was 
satisfactory. 
 
 Clearly Mr Old should have ensured that the hoses were 
“to Lloyd’s approved standard” as required by the work 
instruction.  In addition it is obvious that neither ADI nor the 
navy took any adequate steps to check that Lloyd’s 
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requirements had been satisfied. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones approved the quotation for the 
flexible hoses and signed off for payment without even 
checking that the hoses were those contracted for, he certainly 
took no steps to ensure that Lloyd’s requirements had been 
satisfied. 
 
 It is clear that the navy and ADI, acted incompetently 
and failed to ensure that the vessel remained within class, 
unfortunately that failure had important safety implications 
and was a factor in the tragedy. 
 
 ADI had a contractual responsibility to ensure that HMAS 
WESTRALIA remained in class and did not take adequate steps 
in that regard.  In addition the navy had an obligation under 
its Certification requirements to ensure that continuance of 
class was maintained and should have ensured that the 
commander of the ship, its engineering officers and contract 
manager had a basic understanding of the requirements of the 
ship’s certification. 
 
5. The Contract was not adequately monitored 
 
 As indicated above, apart from Warrant Officer 
Bottomley’s informal discussion with Mr Morland, navy 
personnel took no steps to ensure that the Lloyd’s 
requirements were satisfied after the TM200 document had 
been drafted specifying that the instalment should be of 
“Lloyd’s approved flexible fuel lines”. 
 
 While Lloyd’s did provide a list of approved flexible hoses 
(approved for type rather than for specific application), the 
hoses which were ultimately installed were known as SST-12 
stainless steel hoses and these were not even on that list. 
 
 When ADI had sought quotations in respect of production 
of the hoses, Enzed had quoted in relation to 2 hoses, a Parflex 
919 TFE Hose with stainless steel braid and a Parker 221 FR-
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16 hose which did not have an outer braid. 
 
 The Enzed quote (exhibit “46”) was for a total cost of work 
of $6608.89 for the Parflex 919 TFE hose and $6732.54 for the 
Parker 221FR-16 hose. 
 
 ADI accepted the quote in respect of the Parflex hose 
because of the outer stainless steel braided cover (this 
criterion did not come from any Lloyd’s requirement). 
 
 The Work Order which was raised (exhibit “39”), however, 
referred to the sum of $6732.53 stipulating it to be for the 
sub-contractor price.  ADI’s on cost of $336.63 was added 
making a total price of $7069.17.  This price clearly referred to 
the Parker 221FR-16 hose which had not been ordered. 
 
 The Work Order was signed by Mr Sergeant on behalf of 
ADI and by Warrant Officer Jones on behalf of the Ordering 
Authority and the navy. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones stated that he never viewed the 
actual quotation in order to confirm that the sub-contractor 
price related to the relevant quotation.  The Ordering Authority 
did not obtain copies of the quotes which ADI obtained, even 
though it paid the sub-contractor price based on the quotes. 
 
 It is abundantly clear from this documentation that 
neither ADI nor the navy monitored the contract in any 
satisfactory manner. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones stated in evidence that he did not 
believe it was his job to ensure that the ship got what was 
asked for (t.1295), although he approved the quotation.  He 
said he believed that it was for the “ship” to sign off as well as 
ADI (t.1295), and to ensure that it received what was asked for 
and paid for. 
 
 Clearly officers on the ship would not have access to the 
relevant documentation and so could not have compared 
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contracts with what was supplied so it is clear that no-one 
from the navy was supervising the contracts in any meaningful 
way. 
 
 In fact the situation in respect of the ordering of the 
hoses was even worse than outlined above because the hoses 
which were in fact provided by Enzed were SST-12 hoses 
manufactured by Astraflex Limited (see t.3011-3012 – BOI).  
Mr Old had apparently experienced problems with the 
diameter of the hoses and decided to use the Astraflex hoses 
rather than the Parflex hoses without advising ADI or the 
navy.  Neither ADI nor the navy discovered this fact until after 
the Board of Inquiry hearings commenced. 
 
 In addition to the fact that payment was made in respect 
of hoses which were not the subject of the contract, the failure 
to monitor the contract is highlighted by the fact that the navy 
paid twice for the end fittings for the hoses. 
 
 Mr Morland had prepared a Contract Change Proposal 
and Work Order to cover the manufacture and supply of end 
fittings.  Enzed was ultimately paid $3,535.89 and the Work 
Order stipulated that the payment was for materials.  This 
payment was approved by Warrant Officer Jones.  Mr Morland 
advised Mr Old that ADI approved the variation and on 
24 March, 1998 Mr Old ordered the fittings. 
 
 This variation overlooked the fact that the original 
contract had included an amount of about $3,000 for end 
fittings and that a credit should have been given by ADI for 
that amount when the variation was raised.  This matter was 
raised during the Board of Inquiry hearing and ADI by letter of 
25 June, 1998 gave the navy a credit of $3,447.97. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones stated that he was “Not conscious 
that an overpayment might have been made at the time (he) 
approved the contract change proposal” (t.1952 - BOI). 
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 Mr Old gave evidence that he had become aware of the 
need for such a credit and had delivered to Mr Sergeant an 
invoice for an amount less than the total prices in the quotes 
but Mr Sergeant rejected the invoice and told him to put in 
another for the full price which he did.  Mr Sergeant agreed 
that this had happened (see e.g. t.3698 - BOI). 
 
 In the final analysis, therefore, the navy paid for hoses 
which were of a different type to those which were contracted 
for which were different again from those which were installed 
and paid twice for the end fittings. 
 
6. Warrant Officer Jones was not appropriately skilled to 

manage a contract of the scale and range of that in 
question 

 
 Warrant Officer Jones completed secondary education in 
Victoria obtaining his Intermediate Certificate prior to joining 
the Royal Australian Navy in January 1965. 
 
 He joined the Royal Australian Navy as a naval 
Apprentice Artificer and completed his apprenticeship with the 
Navy. 
 
 In 1974 Warrant Officer Jones left the navy, he rejoined 
in June 1976.  He was awarded a Machinery Charge 
Certificate and promoted to the rank of Petty Officer in about 
June 1977. 
 
 In addition Warrant Officer Jones had undertaken a 
6 month engineering course which was referred to as a 
qualifying course.  That course was the highest technical 
training he received during his service in the Royal Australian 
Navy and was completed over 20 years before the fire.  
Warrant Officer Jones had no civilian engineering 
qualifications whatsoever (see t.1223). 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones had worked on the 
HMAS WESTRALIA as the Deputy Marine Engineering Officer 
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from 1991 until 1994 (t.1224), but had not acquired any 
detailed knowledge of Lloyd’s requirements during that time 
(t.1227). 
 
 While Warrant Officer Jones had extensive experience in 
supervising completion of work items raised on TM200’s he 
was, in my view, clearly not adequately trained or skilled to 
monitor Assistance Maintenance Periods (AMP’s) under the 
RPLSS contract. 
 
 As indicated previously Warrant Officer Jones, when he 
joined the Ordering Authority Western Australia, did not have 
any training or information given to him about Lloyd’s 
requirements for HMAS WESTRALIA.  During his earlier service 
he had never served on a ship where Lloyd’s Register of 
Shipping rules applied. 
 
 On taking up his posting at the Ordering Authority 
Western Australia, Warrant Officer Jones received a one week 
handover from his predecessor, who was also a Warrant 
Officer. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones could not recall having ever seen 
the Certificate of Class for the HMAS WESTRALIA (t.1229). 
 
 Prior to his posting with the Ordering Authority Western 
Australia, Warrant Officer Jones did a 2 or 3 day financial 
training course and basic purchasing course.  Warrant Officer 
Jones had been posted to HMAS Stirling on 14 February, 1994 
where he took up a position as Contract Manager with the 
Ordering Authority Western Australia. 
 
 As Contract Manager his duties included managing the 
logistic support contract, ensuring the timely and efficient 
control of all contractual work including both the physical and 
financial control of all RAN service/contractor related 
maintenance and materials requirements ensuring cost 
effectiveness, validating and certifying all claims for payment 
and formulating an annual budget (see his Duty Statement 
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Annexure “A” to exhibit “66”). 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones had a number of immediate 
superiors within the Ordering Authority including a Business 
Manager and a Principal Naval Representative, neither of 
whom was involved with the detail of his work. 
 

The Officer in Charge of the Ordering Authority at the 
relevant time was Commander Dennis Coverdale who had 
obtained the Marine Engineering Officer Charge qualification 
and the Weapons Electrical Engineering Officer Charge 
qualification.  He was also a qualified Weapons Electrical 
Engineer Officer Submarine. 
 
 According to Commander Coverdale he was “Primarily 
concerned with high level management issues relevant to the 
Ordering Authority Western Australia” (para 25 of his 
statement, exhibit “83”) although he was advised as to the 
progress of HMAS WESTRALIA AMP12 during weekly staff 
meetings.  As indicated earlier in these reasons Commander 
Coverdale did not have any significant knowledge of the 
Lloyd’s system and could only supervise Warrant Officer Jones 
in that respect according to his own evidence “With hindsight 
with extreme difficulty” (t.1877). 
 
 Commander Coverdale stated that the TM200 document 
in question (exhibit “35”) was “…obviously a configuration 
change” (t.1879) which should have been rejected by Warrant 
Officer Jones.  He accepted, however, that there was no audit 
process in place to identify such errors in procedure and said 
he had assumed that Warrant Officer Jones would do his job 
correctly without any independent monitoring (t.1880). 
 
 Under the RPLSS contract, HMAS WESTRALIA was 
programmed for approximately two Assisted Maintenance 
Periods (AMP’s) per year.  The AMP’s are normally programmed 
about 6 months in advance. 
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 While there were a number of meetings in respect of 
AMP12, particularly Pre-AMP Meetings (see exhibit “58”) 
attended by senior Naval officers, the hands on management 
of the AMP appears to have been left very much to Warrant 
Officer Jones. 
 
 Warrant Officer Jones was, in effect, the navy’s 
representative, acting as superintendent of the contract.  In 
my view that responsibility for the major and potentially 
complex tasks involved in an AMP should have been the 
responsibility of a qualified and experienced officer.  An 
indication of the scope of works required by AMP 12 can be 
derived from the fact that Warrant Officer Jones was managing 
a budget of $1m which he was not to exceed for the works. 
 
 The actual expenditures for the various AMPs were – 
 
AMP 10 25 November – 20 December 1996 $1.7m 
AMP 11 11 August – 19 September 1997 $1.63m 
AMP 12 16 March – 24 April 1998 $822,522 
 
 It should be noted that the costs of configuration changes 
are not necessarily included in these figures and may have 
been funded independently at the discretion of the Class 
Logistic Office (see Background Notes of Commander 
Coverdale, part of exhibit “83”). 
 
 It is obvious that senior officers did not monitor the 
contract procedure in any practical manner as otherwise the 
failure to supervise the contracts as exemplified by this case 
and described previously in these reasons would have been 
identified. 
 
 In my view the navy through the Ordering Authority 
should have ensured that there was adequately skilled 
supervision of the contract to ensure that the contractor was 
addressing any safety issues which would arise while 
maintaining the ship.  Warrant Officer Jones did not have 
sufficient engineering skills to be able to identify potentially 
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dangerous problems associated with the works.  If the work 
had been performed by military dockyards and engineering 
input could be taken for granted the situation may have been 
different but in a situation where all of the ship’s repair and 
maintenance requirements were outsourced, it was extremely 
important to ensure that contract supervision was conducted 
at a high level of expertise. 
 
7. Mr Morland was not adequately trained 
 
 ADI did not have a qualified engineer readily available in 
Western Australia.  In its tender document (exhibit “54”) it had 
committed to a full time Technical Specialist.  The tender 
document provided a position description for the Technical 
Specialist which asserted that that person would have 
“Tertiary Qualification in an Engineering field or equivalent 
experience”. 
 
 ADI’s Project Manager in Perth, Mr Roger Sergeant, had a 
background in electrical communications, having reached the 
rank of Chief Petty Officer, Royal Australian Navy prior to his 
employment with ADI.  He had no formal engineering 
qualifications.  During AMP 11 (the first ADI RPLSS contract) 
he was supported by Mr Baird-Orr (a former Royal Australian 
Navy Warrant Officer Electrician) and Singarah Singh (an ex 
Royal Australian Navy Petty Officer Shipright).  Neither 
Mr Baird-Orr nor Mr Singh had formal engineering 
qualifications.  There was no-one in the team with detailed 
mechanical knowledge or the expertise to readily discuss 
technical issues relating to the AMP. 
 
 This lack of expertise was identified during AMP 11 by 
the navy but the only addition to ADI’s Perth RPLSS Office was 
Mr Alan Morland. 
 
 The RPLSS contract required ADI to ensure that it had 
personnel with adequate skills and experience (clause 12.3.1).  
The definition of “Technical Specialist” in clause 3.13 of 
attachment “A” provided that – 
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“The Technical Specialist processes all technical and design issues 
directed towards the RPLSS unit and ensures that these are 
properly addressed”. 

 
 As noted previously, ADI’s Tender Document of 
9 December, 1996 (exhibit “54”) provided in the position 
description of Technical Specialist that the qualifications and 
experience would include “Tertiary qualifications in an 
Engineering field or equivalent experience”. 
 
 In fact Mr Morland, who was ADI’s relevant designated 
Technical Specialist, had a Fitter and Machinist Trade 
Certificate but no formal engineering qualifications. 
 
 There did appear, however, to have been some false 
claims made by Mr Morland or on his behalf as to the extent of 
his qualifications. 
 
 Documents provided to the inquest hearing indicate that 
ADI possessed two copies of Mr Morland’s personnel details.  
One copy (exhibit “41”) received by the Refit Planning and 
Logistics Support Service of ADI on 24 March, 1997 recorded 
that Mr Morland had a Diploma in Marine Engineering and a 
Diploma in Mechanical Engineering.  This was false. 
 
 Under the heading “Summary of Experience” the 
document asserted that Mr Morland had “10 years experience 
as a Naval Engineer with responsibility for controlling 
maintenance of Naval Ships”.  This was also false – Mr Morland 
had never been a Naval Engineer. 
 
 Another copy of Mr Morland’s personnel details 
(exhibit “55”), which has a facsimile transmission date of 
7 April, 1998, is similar in a number of respects to the 1997 
document (exhibit “41”) except that the list of qualifications 
have been deleted. 
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 In evidence Mr Morland denied any knowledge of the 
document containing his personnel details received in March 
1997 and claimed that he had not represented to anyone that 



he had a Diploma in Marine Engineering or a Diploma in 
Mechanical Engineering. 
 
 He said that he had no idea as to how the document 
came to be produced. 
 
 Interestingly, in his statement to the Board of Inquiry 
prepared in 1998 (BOI – exhibit “179”) Mr Morland had 
claimed that after he had completed his fitter and turner 
apprenticeship he had “…completed further engineering 
studies, including an extension course in hydraulics and 
pneumatics, a Diploma in Marine Engineering, and various 
courses in Mechanical Engineering”.  He also stated in evidence 
at the Board of Inquiry that he was currently working towards 
a degree in mechanical engineering (t.2553-2554 – BOI). 
 
 Mr Morland was questioned at the Board of Inquiry 
hearing about his qualifications and he stated that at the time 
of his resignation from the navy he was undertaking officer 
training, and he was doing a Diploma in Marine Engineering at 
night school which he had subsequently finished he said he 
could not recall when he finished the course and …it took me a 
while to actually do” (t.2566 - BOI).  He stated that this course 
was completed at TAFE (t.2566 – BOI). 
 
 At the inquest hearing Mr Morland agreed that he had 
not in fact completed a Diploma in Marine Engineering.  He 
said he did not know why he had lied to the Board of Inquiry 
(t.847).  He said that he had been interested in training to 
become an officer, but had been told that his level of English 
and Mathematics was not sufficient and so he had done some 
additional studies in those subjects and that was the extent of 
his studies while he was in the navy.  He was not undertaking 
officer training at the time of his resignation and could not 
have commenced an officer training course as he did not have 
his Leaving Certificate, an essential pre-requisite (t.835). 
 
 I am satisfied that Mr Morland attempted to intentionally 
mislead the Board of Inquiry about the extent of his 
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qualifications. 
 
 Mr Peter Bruce, who was the Manager, Technical 
Support, at ADI’s Sydney office, stated that he was involved in 
Mr Morland’s appointment.  He stated that he could not recall 
contacting Brown and Root about Mr Morland (t.1019) and he 
was not aware as to whether he was a qualified engineer or 
not.   
 
 Mr Bruce was questioned about the qualifications of a 
fitter and turner and whether those qualifications could 
conceivably have complied with the tender specifications at 
t.1076-1077 – 
 

“CORONER : Well if you break it up, a fitter and turner 
wouldn’t fit within the definition of tertiary qualification in an 
engineering field, would it, if we deal with that part first?  A fitter 
and turner qualification isn’t a tertiary qualification in an 
engineering field, is it, surely? - - - Well again, your Worship, I guess 
that comes down to a tertiary - - it depends whether that person in 
doing a fitter and turner has attended TAFE or technical college in - - 
in gaining that qualification. 
 
CORONER : Well maybe he has, but a tertiary qualification in an 
engineering field, I just find it absolutely remarkable that a fitter and 
turner could go around saying, “I’ve got tertiary qualifications in an 
engineering field”? - - - I believe that is the accepted practice today, 
that people who have that class those qualifications as tertiary 
qualifications. 
 
In an engineering field? - - - Mm hm”. 

 
 In the context of the Position Description in the tender 
documents (exhibit “54”) which provided that the Technical 
Specialist would, for example, “… assist in the preparation of 
in-house designs for configuration changes and co-ordinate 
configuration change activities…” and “… perform creative 
original work of a highly complex and sophisticated nature…” I 
have no doubt that the “tertiary qualifications in an engineering 
field” referred to meant much more than being a fitter and 
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turner and Mr Bruce would have been well aware of that fact. 
 
 Mr Morland said that he considered himself to be a 
tradesman whose job was to co-ordinate between the navy and 
contractors and to “…fix up certain parts of equipment” (t.783). 
 
 Mr Morland was shown an ADI document headed 
Position Description (exhibit “34”) which he had signed on 
24 April, 1998 which purported to set out his duties and 
responsibilities.  He stated that most of the tasks referred to in 
the document were accurately described but that parts of the 
document were not accurate (t.785). 
 
 Against a sub-heading “Secondary Objectives” the 
document provides “Technical assistance to configuration 
change management”.  The document also contains reference 
to “…providing input to technical decisions…”, performing 
“…maintenance engineering services…”, providing “…high level 
advice” etc. 
 
 In my view the Position Description form signed by 
Mr Morland would have given any reader a misleading 
impression as to Mr Morland’s capabilities. 
 
 Mr Morland was a tradesman with no engineering 
qualifications who misrepresented his level of skill and 
qualifications to the Board of Inquiry and who had signed a 
misleading Position Description Form. 
 
Mr Morland was not sufficiently skilled to meaningfully 
supervise work sub-contracted by ADI when that work was 
relatively complex and could involve engineering and safety 
issues. 
 
 The navy clearly expected on the basis of the tender 
documents for the RPLSS contract that there would be a 
Technical Specialist monitoring the outsourcing arrangements 
with considerable relevant skill and training.  Mr Morland did 
not possess the expected level of skill and training. 
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 Even if the navy had made enquiries of ADI as to 
Mr Morland’s capabilities, the misleading Position Description 
Form coupled with Mr Morland’s apparent willingness to 
misrepresent his level of training would have made it 
extremely difficult to discover the truth. 
 
8. Officers of ADI should have identified the TM200 

document as requiring a configuration change and 
taken appropriate action and should have taken some 
notice of the instruction contained in the TM200 to 
“investigate the manufacture” of the new lines 

 
 Both Mr Sergeant (t.1169) and Mr Bruce (t.1050) stated 
that they were aware that the TM200 process was being used 
on occasions when the TM187 process should have been used. 
 
 In spite of this Mr Sergeant stated that he relied on the 
Technical Specialist, in this case Mr Morland, to determine 
whether what was being sought was in truth a configuration 
change.  Although he saw the TM200 document relating to the 
fuel hoses (exhibit “35”) Mr Sergeant stated that he could only 
recall reading its title (t.637) and may have approved the Work 
Instruction document prepared by Mr Morland (exhibit “36”) 
without actually reading it (t.639).  Mr Sergeant said that there 
was no process in his office designed to determine the 
appropriateness of TM200 documentation (t.640).  In the 
context of Mr Sergeant’s knowledge of the abuse of the TM200 
procedure this would appear to have been at least a careless 
approach to his responsibilities. 
 
 Mr Morland claimed that he believed that the TM200 had 
already been approved (t.792).  He said that when he started 
with ADI he was given a pile of TM200’s and was told that they 
“…had all been approved” (t.792) and he did not appreciate 
that the TM200 in question did involve a request for a 
configuration change (t.793). 
 
 I do not accept this evidence as being truthful. 
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 Importantly the TM200 document required ADI to 
“Investigate the manufacture and instalment of Lloyd’s 
approved flexible fuel lines” (exhibit “35”). 
 
 When Mr Morland prepared the work instruction dated 
11 February 1998 which was to be the basis of sub-
contracting the work he left out the word “investigate” (exhibit 
“35”). 
 
 Mr Morland said that he believed that he was to 
investigate whether Lloyd’s had approved hoses and as a 
result of inquiries he received a list of 13 pages of a variety of 
different approved hoses for different applications.  At the time 
he prepared the work instruction document Mr Morland did 
not know whether any of these hoses would in fact be suitable 
for the particular application on the fuel lines in 
HMAS WESTRALIA.  In that context he could not recall why he 
omitted the word “investigate” in the work instruction (t.897). 
 
 This was a most important omission as it was the failure 
to investigate the suitability of the hoses for purpose which 
resulted in unsuitable hoses being installed.  On receipt of the 
TM200 ADI should have either arranged for investigations to 
be conducted or at least made enquiries as to what the 
situation was in relation to any investigations which had been 
conducted and what was expected of ADI in that regard. 
 
 Mr Morland should have been particularly cautious 
about proceeding without conducting any investigations 
because he had made the earlier SG2 application while 
working for Brown and Root which he recalled at the time 
(t.881) and the TM200 did not contain the type of detailed 
specifications which would have been expected had an 
approval been given following the SG2 process. 
 
 It would have been obvious to ADI representatives that 
the TM200 in this case was seeking a configuration change.  
The TM200 (exhibit “35”) required ADI to “investigate” the 
manufacturing and instalment of “Lloyd’s approved” flexible 
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fuel lines.  It was known to Mr Morland that at the time solid 
metal pipes were in position.  This was obviously a complete 
change to an important part of the engines.  In addition, if 
there had been prior approval given to the change, details of 
that approval would have been available containing detailed 
specifications.  The TM200 document contained no details as 
to the hoses at all. 
 
 I do not accept that Mr Morland believed that a change to 
flexible fuel hoses had been approved and even if it had, 
Mr Morland by creating the work instruction was aware that 
any hoses in fact produced as a result were not going to be the 
subject of an engineering assessment as to their fitness for 
purpose. 
 

 If ADI representatives had had any reasonable relevant 
engineering experience the nature of the original metal pipes 
themselves should have alerted them to the danger of 
replacing the pipes with flexible hoses without engineering 
input.  As Mr Wray, a Comcare Inspector, observed in this 
context at t.2141 – 
 

“…if you look at a spill pipe - - and again any engineer with any 
mechanical knowledge looking at a spill pipe would see the massive 
wall thickness on it and say, you know, “Obviously this is designed 
to take massive pressures”. 

 
 The TM200 request should have at least been referred to 
the Sydney office of ADI where engineering advice was 
available.  To proceed with what was obviously a configuration 
change, knowing that no proper engineering input had been 
received in relation to the hoses which ADI arranged to have 
installed was dangerously irresponsible. 
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 It has been contended in the submissions on behalf of 
ADI that the TM200 was only a procedure that “got the ball 
rolling” in the words of Commander Coverdale (t.1912) and 
that it was the Work Order drafted by Mr Morland and signed 
by Warrant Officer Jones which specified the work to be done 



pursuant to the contract and ADI was not required to do more 
than comply with the terms of the Work Order. 
 
 In my view that approach ignores the realty of what took 
place when there was very little navy input into the work 
instruction process after the time of the TM200 
documentation.  In addition, ADI had a moral obligation, even 
if not a contractual one, to not make inadequately investigated 
changes to the vessel which could be dangerous and 
potentially result in loss of life. 
 
9. ADI did not take any reasonable steps to monitor 

their contract with Enzed or to ensure that Lloyd’s 
Rules were complied with 

 
 As indicated earlier in these reasons, ADI did not take 
reasonable steps to monitor their contract with Enzed. 
 
 The hoses which were paid for were not the hoses which 
had been approved after the tender process and the end 
fittings were paid for twice by the navy on the basis of 
representations made by ADI. 
 
 The fact that the hoses which were fitted were SST-12 
hoses and not the Parflex 919 TFE hoses which Enzed had 
contracted to provide and this change was not discovered by 
ADI demonstrates a failure to adequately monitor the contract. 
 
 Mr Bruce was cross-examined about ADI’s approach to 
its contractual obligations at t.1021 – 
 

“So you say Mr Sergeant had - - had the expertise to supervise 
subcontracting work done in relation to mechanical engineering 
matters? - - - Well in relation to the documentation and reviewing the 
documentation that was received, yes. 
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But do you - - are you contending or did you believe yourself that 
ADI’s obligations, other than checking the paperwork and things like 
that, were effectively satisfied under this contract by subcontracting 
the work out? - - - In effect, yes; by subcontracting that work out and 
controlling that work that was subcontracted out”. 



 Later in his evidence Mr Bruce agreed that Mr Sergeant 
was effectively an electrician who had some former general 
experience as a Chief Petty Officer in the Navy but who had no 
engineering qualifications (t.1031-1032). 
 
 Mr Bruce claimed that he believed Mr Morland did more 
than simply sub-contract out the work and expected him to 
exercise supervision (t.1028).  He said he expected that 
Mr Sergeant, as manager of the office, would have ensured 
that this took place (t.1029). 
 
 It is obvious, however, that ADI did little to ensure that 
Mr Morland was checking the work sub-contracted out.  
Mr Bruce could not recall if any instruction had been given to 
Technical Specialists in the Rockingham office during AMP 12 
about the extent to which they were required to supervise sub-
contractors (t.1024) although he believed that the company’s 
Quality Plan and Procedure Manuals were available to them. 
 
 Considering the obvious potential dangers in using an 
incorrect product, the fact that the contractor took no steps to 
ensure that the hoses supplied and fitted were those 
contracted for demonstrated a failure to comply with its 
obligations under the contract. 
 
 Clause 6.1.3 of the RPLSS contract provided – 
 

“6.1.3 The contractor, by subcontracting any part of the work under 
the contract, shall not be relieved of its liabilities and obligations 
under the contract, and shall be responsible for all subcontractors’ 
work”. 

 
 The need to supervise the contract in this case was 
particularly important because of the four companies which 
were given an opportunity to quote, Enzed appears to have 
been the one with by far the least expertise in relation to diesel 
engines.  Both Wartsila staff (see notes of meeting with Messrs 
Atack, Clark and Cleary of that organisation – Comcare Report 
exhibit “93”) and Ches Engineering staff (see statement of 
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Mr Ralph Reid, Director Ches Engineering – Comare Report 
exhibit “93”) were well aware of spill pulse pressures. 
 
 The other company given an opportunity to quote, Rolls 
Royce Australia Limited, was the Australian representative of 
Crossley Engines, the supplier of the Crossley Pielstick range 
of diesel engines and engine parts, and staff of that company 
were well aware of the issue of pulse pressure problems before 
1998 (see letter of 1 May, 2001 – Comare Report exhibit “93”; 
Evidence of Mr Wray at t.2129). 
 
 Mr Old of Enzed, however, was not aware of high 
pressure pulses (t.3069 – BOI). 
 
 Mr Old had never worked with ADI before (t.3025 – BOI), 
he had left the navy on 14 November, 1997 and started 
working under a franchise agreement with Parker Enzed 
Technology Pty Ltd as a “hose doctor” on 22 December, 1997, 
operating a mobile hydraulic hose repair service out of the 
back of a van or truck (t.2033 – BOI).  Mr Old appears to have 
been invited to quote because he was acquainted with 
Mr Sergeant and Mr Baird-Orr through previous navy service. 
 
 

TTHHEE  PPEERRFFOORRMMAANNCCEE  OOFF  AADDII  AASS  TTHHEE  CCOONNTTRRAACCTTOORR  
PPUURRSSUUAANNTT  TTOO  TTHHEE  RRPPLLSSSS  CCOONNTTRRAACCTT  

 
 In the context of its poor performance in relation to the 
manufacture of the flexible hoses, concerns arise as to the 
appropriateness of ADI to act as contractor in the RPLSS 
contract. 
 
 It is clear from the conclusions already referred to in 
these reasons that the contract was poorly managed, 
Mr Morland was inadequately trained and skilled, and no 
adequate steps were taken to ensure that the ship remained 
within class. 
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 In this context it is interesting to compare the previous 
situation which existed when Brown and Root had a 
maintenance and logistic contract in respect of 
HMAS WESTRALIA, while recognising that that was not the same 
as the RPLSS contract. 
 
 According to the evidence of Mr Doble, who was at the 
time the General Manager of the Operational Division of Brown 
and Root, Brown and Root went to considerable lengths to 
ensure that the ship maintained its Lloyd’s classification.  
Mr Doble said that the most important step taken was to 
ensure that the management team and particularly the person 
with front line responsibility, the Project Manager, had a full 
understanding of the Lloyd’s requirements.  He said that 
Brown and Root viewed the Lloyd’s requirements, not as 
something different to the navy system, but as an adjunct to 
the system (t.2059). 
 
 He said that he was, himself, familiar with the Lloyd’s 
requirements and that the Project Manager was aware of his 
responsibilities in that regard (t.2059). 
 
 In addition Brown and Root procedures involved 
supervision by a Quality and Safety Manager who conducted 
an audit process to ensure that Lloyd’s requirements were 
complied with. 
 
 The Project Manager appointed by Brown and Root was a 
Mr Mummery, a Chartered Engineer with 30 years experience. 
 
 In addition Mr Mummery had access to “…about a 100 
professional engineers, multiple discipline engineers located in 
Perth” (t.2061). 
 
 In the context of this case it is significant to note that 
Mr Doble was aware of spill pulse phenomena as was 
Mr Mummery and the Brown and Root diesel expert 
superintendent (t.2058). 
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 This approach contrasts with the approach to the 
contract taken by ADI. 
 
 When ADI took over responsibility for maintenance and 
repair work on the ship it set up a separate office from its 
existing Perth branch and at that time, according to Mr Bruce, 
a decision was made that a professionally qualified engineer 
was not necessary for the office (t.1070). 
 
 Mr Bruce said that he discussed Lloyd’s requirements 
with Mr Sergeant but could not specifically recall whether he 
gave him any instructions as to how he was to ensure that the 
work carried out on the vessel did not cause problems for the 
HMAS WESTRALIA remaining in class (t.1083) although he 
accepted that under the contract ADI was responsible for 
ensuring that the vessel remained in class (t.1085). 
 
 In fact Mr Morland knew nothing about ADI’s obligation 
to keep the vessel in class (t.787), Mr Sergeant never inquired 
as to his state of knowledge (t.633) and Lloyd’s requirements 
were not complied with. 
 
 This lack of attention to the importance of keeping the 
vessel in class is particularly unfortunate considering the 
history behind the navy’s approach to outsourcing work for 
HMAS WESTRALIA. 
 
 According to Commodore Barter when HMAS WESTRALIA 
was first acquired as a leased vessel it was a condition of the 
lease that it be kept in class and because the navy was aware 
of its lack of competencies in that regard it “…set out to 
contract in people with that expertise” (t.2180).  Commodore 
Barter did accept that the navy had an ongoing role in 
supervising the contractors, but expected the contractors to 
“…deliver to those standards” (t.2180). 
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EENNZZEEDD’’SS  CCOONNTTRRAACCTT  PPEERRFFOORRMMAANNCCEE  
 
 Before commenting on Enzed’s performance it is 
important to describe the legal entities involved. 
 
 Jet Rock Pty Ltd is a proprietary company with sole 
directors and shareholders being Kelvin Old and Veronica Old.  
By a Deed of 1 December, 1997 Jet Rock Pty Ltd entered into 
an agreement with Parker Enzed Technology Pty Limited and 
its existing franchisee, Todd Hydraulics Pty Ltd, which traded 
as Enzed Fremantle, which permitted it to operate a business 
described as an Enzed Hose Doctor Franchise (BOI exhibit 
“197”). 
 
 On 27 March, 1998 Mr Old entered into, or purported to 
enter into, a contract with ADI Limited on behalf of “Enzed 
(ACN 080 369 268), an Australian Company…” as “the 
contractor” and it was presumably in the context of that 
contract that he provided the hoses which failed (BOI Exhibit 
“103”). 
 
 Documentation used by Mr Old in relation to the hoses is 
headed “ENZED”. 
 

I am using the term “Enzed” in these reasons as it appears 
to have been used by Mr Old and other witnesses to describe 
the entity which agreed with ADI to provide the hoses, 
although strictly it would appear that it was Jet Rock Pty Ltd 
which provided the hoses. 
 

In reviewing Enzed’s performance under its contract with 
ADI I have relied exclusively on evidence provided to the Board 
of Inquiry.  Mr Old of Enzed was not called to give evidence at 
the inquest as he gave extensive evidence before the Board of 
Inquiry and his evidence was not disputed.   

 
As indicated previously Enzed’s performance as sub-

contractor was unsatisfactory in the sense that Enzed did not 
provide the hoses which had been specified and Mr Old, on 
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behalf of Enzed, did not inform ADI of that fact. 
 
The hoses which were installed were SST-12 hoses 

manufactured by Astraflex Limited which were provided to 
Mr Old by Mr Todd of Enzed Fremantle.  At the time Mr Old 
assumed had the hoses were a Parker product and only found 
out after the fire that the SST-12 was manufactured by 
Astraflex. 

 
Although the work instruction prepared by Mr Morland 

required the manufacture of new lines “To Lloyd’s approved 
standard” Mr Old did not know what Lloyd’s was and took no 
steps to familiarise himself with Lloyd’s requirements (BOI 
10.99).  Mr Old did not tell Mr Morland that he was not 
familiar with Lloyd’s requirements and did not make any 
further enquiries of Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (t.3031-32, 
3079-3084 – BOI).  Mr Old knew that the SST-12 hose which 
he provided was not on the Lloyd’s lists which he was shown 
and did not ask Mr Morland if the hose was Lloyd’s approved 
(t.3008-3009 – BOI). 

 
Mr Old clearly had limited knowledge of relevant factors as 

he was not aware of high pressure pulses which could be 
present in the fuel hoses as a result of the action of the 
injectors (t.3069-3070 – BOI). 

 
Mr Old, therefore, took no real steps to comply with the 

instruction that the lines be manufactured to “Lloyd’s 
approved standard”. 

 
It is clear, however, that Mr Old was simply asked to 

supply hoses as a “hose doctor”.  He would have had no 
reason to suspect that engineering input could be important.  
The hoses which he in fact provided should have been capable 
of holding the working pressure of 6 bar which Mr Morland 
orally told Mr Old would be involved (BOI t.2645-2646; 3013). 
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EENNZZEEDD  ––  TTEESSTT  HHOOSSEE  FFAAIILLUURREE  
 
 I accept the Board of Inquiry conclusions in relation to 
the testing of the hoses by Enzed at p.192 (volume I) as 
follows – 
 

“10.148  On and between 7 and 10 April 1998, Mr Old assembled 
and pressured tested the hoses.  The pressure testing was a 1000 
kPa for 5 minutes.  All supply hoses passed the test, but one return 
hose failed.  In accordance with what he said was his ordinary 
practice, Mr Old destroyed that hose to prevent re-use, and made up 
a new one.  The new hose passed the pressure test.  Mr Old then 
completed the test certificates and tagged the hoses (T3015, T3016, 
T3061, T3063). 
 
10.149 The destruction of the hose without fully investigating 
and documenting the failure, and indeed the failure to inform ADI, 
suggests poor quality control procedures on the part of Mr Old.  
LCDR Crouch stated in evidence that if he had known about that one 
hose failure it would have caused him to question the integrity of all 
the hoses (T2832)  Mr Old did record the failure of the hose in his 
closing report.  That report was not given to the ship before she 
sailed on 5 May 1998 (T229)”. 

 
The fact that one of the hoses failure during the pressure 

testing conducted by Mr Old (this testing was not designed to 
test for spill pulse pressures which were far higher) and the 
reasons for the failure were not identified is a matter of real 
concern as indicated by the Board of Inquiry. 

 
Mr Old’s evidence to the Board of Inquiry (at t.3061 – 

BOI) as to the failure was as follows – 
 
“During the testing of the last batch of hoses that was actually going 
to fitted, but not including the spares, when I fitted one of the hoses 
into the test rig and I tried to increase the pressure to the test 
pressure, I noticed that the - - it wouldn’t hold pressure, so I checked 
out - - I checked through - - through the top of the cabinet you can 
view the hose in a test rig, and I noticed that there was a small 
stream of water coming from between the braid on the hose, which 
immediately meant it was a failure.  I took the hose from the rig, and 
I - - as normal practice, I took it straight over, cut it and destroyed it; 
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and had to make - - and was - - to make a new hose, and tested 
that hose, and it passed.  I tagged it, test, and supplied it”. 

 
 In subsequent questioning at the Board of Inquiry (t.3063 
Mr Old stated that it was his “ordinary practice” to – 
 

 
 

 

Not record the failure in any way; 
Not keep the failed product for testing as to why the 
failure occurred;  and 
Not to inform anyone at the time about the failure. 

 
As the failed hose was destroyed by Mr Old it is not now 

possible to determine whether an examination of that hose 
would have provided an insight into why the hoses failed on 
5 May, 1998.  I would not be prepared to exclude the 
possibility that a competent and professional approach to the 
testing would have identified potential problems in using the 
hoses and prevented the tragedy. 

 
While this approach to testing of products is not 

satisfactory, a configuration change of this significance should 
never have been sub-contracted to an organisation like 
Mr Old’s and it highlights the fact that if there had been any 
adequate appreciation of what was involved, a company with 
engineering expertise which would have had appropriate 
testing procedures in place should have been used. 
 
 

AADDDDIITTIIOONNAALL  FFUUEELL  AAVVAAIILLAABBLLEE  FFOORR  TTHHEE  FFIIRREE  
 
 It has been a concern of the families of the deceased 
sailors as to exactly what was the cause of the fire on board 
the HMAS WESTRALIA and whether there was a further source of 
fuel in addition to any diesel provided by the flexible fuel hoses 
to the fire. 
 
 Evidence of eyewitnesses and in particular of 
Mr Raymond Francis, formerly Petty Officer Francis, of the fire 
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was to the effect that initially the fire erupted at the location of 
the number 9 cylinder, Starboard Main Engine, on the 
outward side (see t.61). 
 
 Subsequently Mr Francis saw a fireball after which there 
was a large explosion and according to Mr Francis it “…just 
seemed like everything was on fire, and even the air just 
seemed to be on fire”.  (t.63). 
 
 There is obviously a question as to where the fuel for the 
main explosion or fire came from. 
 
 It is clear that a considerable amount of diesel fuel was 
coming from the fuel hose at the starboard main engine, 
number 9 cylinder, but as that fuel was ignited, that source 
would have provided a very limited amount of additional fuel 
to the atmosphere.  In other words, as fuel squirted from the 
ruptured hose it would be ignited and there would not be 
additional vapour available to be suspended and result in a 
fireball. 
 

Mr Tranthim-Fryer, a Senior Chemist and Research 
Officer at the Forensic Science Laboratory of the Chemistry 
Centre of Western Australia, stated that diesel vapour is 
relatively heavy.  Even if there was a mist of diesel fuel or 
diesel vapour produced at the source of either of the flexible 
fuel hoses which failed, it would be unlikely to spread 
throughout the engine room because of its weight (t.120). 
 
 Mr Tranthim-Fryer also indicated that the flash point for 
the diesel fuel in question was 710 C.  The flash point is the 
minimum temperature at which ignitable vapour is produced. 
 
 It is possible that parts of the engine were over 710 C and 
that those engine parts were vaporising diesel fuel which 
settled on them.  It is also possible that as a result of the 
considerable amount of oxygen being consumed by the 
engines, there were unusual air currents within the main 
engine room which caused diesel mist or vapour to remain 
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suspended for unusually long periods of time.  It is also 
possible that as a result of the fire convection currents were 
produced which would counter the natural tendency of the 
vapour to drop as it cooled.  It is possible, therefore, that diesel 
vapour from the two failed hoses was suspended above the 
engines at the time of the fire. 
 

In addition to the diesel fuel, it is possible that there 
would be other fuel sources within the engine room which 
could be released into the atmosphere as a result of heat 
coming from the initial fire.  Other combustible material might, 
for example, have come from cabling around lights or from 
partial burning of other similar combustible items. 
 
 In this context Mr Tranthim-Fryer said that at t.142 – 
 

“For a fireball to occur you would need an atmosphere that contains 
combustible or flammable material.  Now that flammable or 
combustible material could be - - a scenario.  It could be vapour 
droplets.  It could be - - not vapour droplets.  I mean atomised 
droplets.  It could be vapour from fuel or it could in fact be pyrolysis 
products from burning combustible material.  They will produce - - if 
you imagine - - it’s very common in house fires.  Combustible 
material will produce compounds that will mix with the atmosphere 
and the flame may be down here, but you’re getting this huge build 
up of smoke and gases and the flame will then reach up into those 
and you’ll have an instantaneous combustion, and that’s called 
flash-over, and, as I say, Dr De Haan, one of the world’s greatest 
authorities on it, can certainly explain what that’s all about it. 
 
Yes.  But it’s got to reach up to whatever’s up there in the first place, 
doesn’t it, sir? - - - For sure.  You - - the - - you’ve got to remember 
too, you’ve got convection currents.  So the vapour itself may be 
going into the atmosphere.  If you imagine a washing machine or 
just heating hot water.  You put a glass beaker of water and you 
heat it and you’ll see the currents forming and you’ll get eddies 
forming and you get convection currents forming.  So that’s exactly 
the same principle which would apply in the scenario that we’re 
looking at”. 

 
 The inflammable material which was in the atmosphere 
of the engine room at the time of the explosion could have 
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come, in part, from a range of different sources within the 
engine room as a result of heat from the ongoing fire of the 
burning leaking diesel at the failed hose at the Starboard Main 
Engine which was producing smoke and partially burnt 
combustible material into the atmosphere. 
 
 

TTHHEE  DDAAMMAAGGEEDD  IINNJJEECCTTOORR  LLIINNEE  
 
 A specific potential source of fuel to the fire identified by 
Mr Collaery, on behalf of the families, was a damaged injector 
line which appears to have been discovered at number 
2 cylinder on the starboard main engine. 
 
 This injector line was not examined at the time of the 
Board of Inquiry but was subsequently discovered to be 
damaged on 29 January, 1999. 
 
 On that date a Mark Kelsey, who was a Service Engineer 
working for Rolls Royce Australia, was supervising overhaul 
work on the HMAS WESTRALIA when a damaged injector line 
was discovered.  The injector line is a high pressure fuel line 
which goes from the fuel pump to the fuel injector. 
 
 Mr Kelsey was present when representatives of the navy 
and ADI discussed the fuel line (or pipe) and took it away, he 
believed for examination and testing (t.388). 
 
 One of the persons involved was Mr Alan Morland and 
the other was Warrant Officer Bottomley. 
 
 According to Mr Morland the work supervisor told them 
that the injector pipe was “…loose at the pump end…” and 
there was a hole in the injector pipe (see statement of Alan 
Morland exhibit “27” t.808). 
 
 According to Mr Morland Warrant Officer Bottomley took 
the injector pipe after they had both signed a note attached to 
it noting the relevant details. 
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 Mr Morland said that he believed that the injector pipe 
was to be examined. 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley did not have a good 
recollection of the incident and stated that he was of the belief 
that it was taken away, although he had subsequently been 
told that it was in his cabin.  He said that he had a lot of 
shelves in his cabin and the pipe could have been retained in 
his cabin for some time. 
 
 The injector pipe was subsequently transferred to the ADI 
RPLSS office in Perth after which it was transferred to the 
Sydney office of ADI where Mr Bruce received it.  According to 
Mr Bruce the line was sent to him in about 2001. 
 
 Mr Bruce noted that there was a hole in the outer sleeve 
of the pipe (the pipe was effectively two pipes, one contained 
within the other) but took no steps to have it tested.  He said 
that he thought that it was probably not significant as the 
damage was only to the outer sleeve and not to the internal 
pipe. 
 
 The pipe was subsequently examined by Mr M J Hines, a 
Chartered Engineer and Marine Consultant retained by the 
families of the deceased, and by Dr Goodwin. 
 
 The experts essentially agreed that although the fuel pipe 
was damaged, the hole was only to the outer sleeve and so 
when fitted tightly in place, with union nuts tight, there was 
no leakage from the damaged pipe. 
 
 When the fittings at the unions were loosened, however, 
there was a highly visible spray of fuel from the gland nut, 
including a good deal of fine mist. 
 
 The amount of fuel which could have been supplied in 
this way, however, was relatively small in quantity being in the 
order of 20-30mls per minute. 
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 It was suggested on behalf of the navy that the spray of 
fuel would be highly visible and would have been detected 
during regular checks of the engine room.  There was no 
evidence to suggest that any spray of fuel from the area of the 
damaged pipe had been previously detected. 
 
 While I accept that there is merit in this argument and a 
spray of fuel should have been relatively easy to detect, if the 
fittings had become loosened it is not possible to now 
determine when this event occurred and I would not be 
prepared to exclude this damaged pipe as a possible fuel 
source. 
 
 Whatever the situation in relation to the damaged 
injector line, it would appear that that source would have 
provided only a relatively small quantity of the fuel which 
fuelled the major fire in the engine room. 
 
 It is also significant to note in this context that for a 
considerable length of time there had been severe leak 
problems in the engine room generally. 
 
 In October 1997 a comprehensive engineering sea check 
was conducted by Warrant Officers Edwards and Rogers which 
identified a very large number of oil and fuel leaks.  Following 
that review (exhibit 232 – BOI) steps were taken to address the 
oil leaks on the vessel and although the number of leaks were 
reduced they continued to be an ongoing problem.  In the 
opinion of Mr Hines the Pielstick PC 2.2 engine of the type in 
the HMAS WESTRALIA did not enjoy a good reputation and was 
notoriously difficult to maintain.  Lieutenant Commander 
Crouch described the HMAS WESTRALIA as requiring a large 
amount of work all of the time (see exhibit “78“). 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch also claimed – 
 

“All vessels have some leaks but these leaks were quite 
extraordinary and my Deputy Engineering Officer worked very hard 
to try and minimise these leaks”  (proof of evidence, exhibit “78”) 
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 At the inquest there was some difference in the evidence 
of the various witnesses as to the extent of fuel leaks at the 
time of the fire but there can be no doubt that at different 
times there were large numbers of different fuel leaks and 
clearly if there were undetected leaks at the time of the fire, 
these may have contributed to the available source of 
combustible material. 
 
 On Friday 1 May, 1998 Shaun Smith showed his father, 
Brian Smith, a list and said “Look at these leaks.  This what 
the engineering staff have to work on this weekend” (exhibit 
“92”; Statutory Declaration of Brian Smith).  On Sunday 3 
May, 1998 Bradley Meek told his father, Victor Meek, words to 
the effect of “I have been working almost all weekend helping to 
repair fuel leaks in the engine room” (exhibit “91”; Statutory 
Declaration of Victor Meek). 
 
 I am unable to determine the extent, if any, to which 
other fuel leaks apart from the failed fuel hoses may have 
contributed to the fuel supply for the fire but I certainly would 
not discount the possibility that other leaks provided a 
significant fuel source. 
 
 

TTHHEE  IIGGNNIITTIIOONN  SSOOUURRCCEE  
 
 In order for the fire to commence there had to be fuel, an 
ignition source and air.  The engine room provided a large 
quantity of air and was well ventilated and it is clear that the 
burst hose provided a substantial source of fuel.  The biggest 
difficulty in determining the cause of the fire has been in 
identifying the source of ignition (see Dr Goodwin t.101). 
 
 It was the view of Dr Goodwin and the Board of Inquiry 
that an indicator cock in close proximity to the failed hose in 
question was the most likely source of ignition.  I agree with 
that conclusion and make the following observations. 
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 The auto ignition temperature of the diesel fuel used in 
HMAS WESTRALIA was 3100c according to Mr Tranthim-Fryer of 
the Chemistry Centre, WA (t.117).  The auto ignition 
temperature is the temperature at which the fuel will ignite 
spontaneously. 
 
 In this context the Board of Inquiry reached the following 
conclusion as to the source of ignition – 
 

“9.20  A probable source of ignition was the adjacent indicator cock 
(Figure 11).  The indicator cock was not lagged or shielded and could 
reach temperatures in excess of 4500C, well in excess of the 3100C 
auto ignition temperature established in testing the fuel sample” 
(Volume 1 p.150). 

 
 The Board of Inquiry made the following observations in 
relation to the indicator cocks in question at p.133 (Volume 
1) – 
 

“8.54  The indicator cocks and lines in WESTRALIA are unlagged.  
These fittings are hot, in close proximity to the fuel lines and, being 
directly connected to the cylinders, reach temperatures close to that 
of the engine exhaust.  Ignition of leaking fuel by a hot indicator cock 
was observed in the BAYLEAF fire and, as discussed elsewhere in 
this report, an indicator cock is the likely source of ignition for 
WESTRALIA’s fire.  According to Mr Gillespie of Rolls Royce (E185) 
the engines were originally fitted with lagging and shielding to 
reduce the outside surface temperature to less than 2200C.  
Although he does not specifically mention lagging of the indicator 
cocks, there is a strong inference that they should be lagged. Further 
investigation is required”. 

 
 At the inquest Dr Goodwin supported the Board’s 
conclusion that the probable source of ignition was the 
adjacent indicator cock and although he stated that he could 
not say that it would reach temperatures in excessive of 
4500C, he agreed that the indicator cocks could have become 
very hot (t.106). 
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 According to Dr Goodwin the indicator cocks would have 
been the hottest things along the side of the engine and if the 
cocks had not sealed completely and were leaking they could 



become a great deal hotter than normal (t.109).  He stated that 
the indicator cock in question was the only thing that they 
were able to locate on the outward side of the engine which 
could have been reached by the escaping fuel and which was 
capable of igniting the fuel. 
 
 Dr Goodwin stated that confidence in identifying the 
indicator cock as the source of ignition was increased because 
of the fact that there had been a similar fire in the RFA Bayleaf 
on 27 November, 1997. 
 
 Exhibit “21” before the Board of Inquiry was a report on 
the RFA Bayleak fire and the conclusion to that report was 
that the fire was caused by the fuel igniting on a hot indicator 
cock during an attempted repair to a leaking fuel rail 
connection. 
 
 The report in that case contained a concern that fuel 
isolating cocks fitted to the fuel rails appeared to be of a 
design not suited to the particular engine and a Pielstick 
Engine Service Bulletin was referred to which recommended 
that for engines of the type in HMAS WESTRALIA a new type of 
cock be used. 
 
 Rolls Royce, the Australian Agent of the engine 
Manufacturer, in a letter dated 9 July, 1998 expressed the 
view that a correctly maintained engine with build features as 
originally supplied should not have had exposed surfaces of 
the relevant temperature level.  The view was expressed that 
indicator cocks and their associated pipe work should not 
have a temperature higher than 1700C when the cock is closed 
under normal operation although a higher temperature would 
be experienced when the cock was opened when readings were 
being taken due to hot gases flowing through the pipe to the 
measuring equipment (see Comcare Report attachments 20.16 
to exhibit “93”). 
 
 In this case it appears likely that the engine was not 
correctly maintained and the build features had been changed 
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over the history of the ship explaining the likely extreme heat 
of the indicator cocks. 
 
 The engineering officer of the HMAS WESTRALIA, 
Lieutenant Commander Crouch, was questioned in relation to 
potential ignition points in HMAS WESTRALIA and in particular 
was questioned about the indicator cocks. 
 
 He said in his evidence that he knew that the indicator 
cocks were hot and that they were not lagged or shielded at all 
(t.1728). 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch stated that he did not 
believe that there was any leakage of the indicator cocks and 
he believed that they would have become hot because of 
conducted heat (t.1729). 
 
 When asked about any checks he made as to hot spots 
within the vessel he said that “…if you are close enough to the 
engine you would feel something was hot” (t.1729). 
 
 He said that he considered that the temperature of the 
indicator cocks was normal and believed that they were hot 
enough to ignite vaporised fuel although he had never checked 
their temperature and had not seen them actually ignite 
vaporised fuel (t.1730). 
 
 Lieutenant Commander Crouch stated that he believes 
that vaporised fuel would ignite a lot more easily than liquid 
fuel, but when questioned about the auto ignition temperature 
for diesel he stated that he could not remember what it was 
(t.1761).  He said that no regular checks were made to see 
whether any parts of the engine were hot enough to reach the 
auto ignition temperature of diesel (t.1761-1762). 
 
 Warrant Officer Bottomley, the Deputy Marine 
Engineering Officer, also indicated that he believed that the 
indicator cocks were sufficiently hot on HMAS WESTRALIA to 
ignite diesel (t.475).  According to Warrant Officer Bottomley 
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the indicator cocks were the most obvious unprotected heat 
source capable of igniting a fire in the engine room (t.476).  He 
said that steps were not taken to identify heat sources on the 
vessel as he believed that there were only two main areas of 
high temperature and these were known (t.476). 
 
 It is clear from the above evidence that no consistent 
attempt was ever made on the HMAS WESTRALIA to identify 
potential heat sources capable of igniting diesel.  It also is 
clear that the source of ignition must have been extremely hot 
and the physical proximity between the failed flexible hose and 
indicator cock supports the proposition that it was the 
indicator cock which ignited the fuel.  Photograph 29 in 
volume 12 of the Board of Inquiry report clearly demonstrates 
this close proximity. 

 
 
 

The above photograph ( rom BOI Exhibit “227”) depicts fire damage and a hole
in the outboard side charged air rail of the Starboard Main Engine and the 

proximity to the connection point where the flexible hose was removed (red 
arrow) and the indicator cock (blue arrow) 

f  
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 It is also possible, if less likely, that the fire could have 
started as a result of some other heat source and in the report 
of Mr Kelly (BOI exhibit “227”) it is noted that electrical 
equipment which was not intrinsically safe existed in the 
engine room. 
 
 It was extremely important in the engine room of 
HMAS WESTRALIA to ensure that there were no available 
sources of ignition particularly as there were areas in the 
engine room where gases heavier than air could obviously 
accumulate and concentrate.  Items of equipment such as 
lights, fans and radios in such a location must be intrinsically 
safe and not capable of producing a spark. 
 
 Steps should have been taken to ensure that the 
indicator cock did not reach temperatures in excess of 3100C 
during normal operating conditions and if there was an 
ongoing problem in that regard, steps should have been taken 
to ensure that there was appropriate lagging or shielding in 
order to reduce the outside surface temperature or to prevent 
that surface from coming into contact with fuel whether in 
liquid, mist or vaporised form. 
 
 

AALLLLEEGGAATTIIOONNSS  TTHHAATT  TTHHEE  BBOOAARRDD  OOFF  IINNQQUUIIRRYY  MMAAYY  HHAAVVEE  
BBEEEENN  DDEELLIIBBEERRAATTEELLYY  MMIISSLLEEDD  AASS  AA  RREESSUULLTT  OOFF  SSEENNIIOORR  

RROOYYAALL  AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAANN  NNAAVVYY  OOFFFFIICCEERRSS  DDIIRREECCTTIINNGG  
WWIITTNNEESSSSEESS  AASS  TTOO  TTHHEEIIRR  EEVVIIDDEENNCCEE  

 
 Shortly before the inquest commenced a statement was 
provided to counsel assisting by lawyers representing Melissa 
Munday, a former Naval Officer, which contained an assertion 
that she and others were placed under pressure to mislead the 
Board of Inquiry.  Ms Munday subsequently gave evidence at 
the inquest hearing. 
 
 The evidence of Ms Munday was supported to an extent 
by the evidence of another former Naval officer, Peta Justice. 
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 Ms Munday had been a Leading Seaman on the 
HMAS WESTRALIA working in the engine room.  She said that 
some time before the Board of Inquiry hearing she and others 
were approached by senior personnel (t.218).  She believed 
that a number of persons, were present who were exclusively 
engineering staff and that Lieutenant Commander Crouch was 
present (t.219).  She said that all present believed that the fire 
had been caused by ADI who had been responsible for fitting 
the flexible fuel hoses and that they were told the lawyers from 
ADI were “…going to try and do anything they can to turn 
things around on the Navy and to make - - make us look bad 
and if we were asked if we had worked on the fuel lines and 
the engines to say, No, as we were not qualified” (t.220). 
 
 She said they were also told that if they were asked 
whether they used shifting spanners to say that they had not 
used them except for the purpose of sizing up bolts so that 
they could return to the workshop to retrieve the appropriate 
spanner. 
 

In fact shifting spanners had commonly been used and 
she generally carried a 6 inch shifting spanner to make 
adjustments while working in the engine room. 
 
 Ms Munday also stated that she was present after the 
Board of Inquiry hearing when Commander Vickeridge, a 
lawyer representing the Navy at the Board of Inquiry hearing, 
spoke with Lieutenant Commander Crouch about her 
evidence. 
 
 She said that she inferred that they were pleased about 
her evidence and were pleased that she had mislead the 
Board.  Ms Munday, however, shortly afterwards clarified her 
evidence in that regard to indicate that there was nothing said 
of a sinister nature at that time, Commander Vickeridge was a 
very friendly person and all that may have been said was that 
he may have said words to the effect of “Well done, Mel” 
(t.252).  She accepted that she had no reason to infer that 
Commander Vickeridge was aware of any other conversations 
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about the fuel lines or shifting spanners. 
 
 Ms Justice gave evidence after Ms Munday.  She had 
been an Able Seaman and part of the engineering crew on 
HMAS WESTRALIA prior to the fire.  Ms Justice had electrical 
training, but as there was little electrical work for her to do, 
she worked in the engine room.  She had qualifications as a 
Marine Technician. 
 
 According to Ms Justice she was cautioned about her 
evidence before the BOI on a number of occasions, possibly by 
Mr Herridge, Mr Bottomley and Mr Crouch.  She said that on 
the first occasion she could remember a number of persons 
present were told not to mention the condition of the ship, to 
be careful how they worded their evidence and to be careful 
what was said, keeping the navy’s best interest in mind 
(t.1425). 
 
 She see that the comment was made about “…oil leaks 
and shifters and stuff like that” (t.1425).  She believed that 
Warrant Officer Herridge was present. 
 
 On the second occasion she believed an Able Seaman 
Merrivale was present as well as Melissa Munday and 
Mr Croadsale.  She said the caution on this occasion was not 
as friendly as the earlier caution but was not a formal 
warning.  She said that the general gist was “Be careful what 
you say” (t.1426). 
 
 She stated that Warrant Officer Bottomley had also 
cautioned her or been present when she was cautioned.  She 
described an occasion when she said Warrant Officer 
Bottomley spoke to her in the region of a block of toilets at the 
wharf near to where the ship was located.  She said that there 
was another lady present and she believed that other people 
were also present who she did not know. 
 
 She said that she believed that she looked scared as she 
was about to give evidence and Warrant Officer Bottomley had 
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said words to the effect of “Look, its alright.  This is what is 
going to happen and this is what you’ll do” (t.1429).  She said 
that during this conversation he said words to the effect of 
“Just be careful what you say” (t.1429). 
 
 She said that she was being reassured as to the process 
she was about to go through, which at that stage involved 
making a statement to a naval officer or lawyer. 
 
 She later stated that she was spoken to by a lady who 
subsequently took her statement and who said something 
cautioning about her evidence.  Ms Justice claimed that her 
statement which was then prepared was “…a lot more navy 
friendly” than her actual account (t.1432).  She could not, 
however, provide any specific examples of any changes to her 
account.  She also could not recall whether she said anything 
about her concerns to the lady who took her statement. 
 
 About Warrant Officer Bottomley she claimed that she 
had had a few discussions with him, but specifically recalled 
the incident at the toilets area.  She said he had said words to 
the effect of “I’m not…we’re not telling you to lie but be careful 
how you word things.  Keep the navy’s best interest in mind”. 
(t.1436).  She said that was the “…general gist of what 
everybody was saying” (t.1436). 
 
 Ms Justice also claimed to recall an occasion when the 
whole engineering department was present, Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch addressed them and Warrant Officer 
Bottomley was present.  She said that those present were 
cautioned not to tell people how “…dodgy the ship is” (t.1438).  
In an affidavit (exhibit “72”) Ms Justice had claimed that they 
were told not to say too much “…about the fuel lines or 
anything that wouldn’t look good”. 
 
 It is fair to say that the evidence of both Ms Munday and 
Ms Justice, who have left the Navy since the time of the fire, 
was vague and unspecific.  Neither claimed that there had 
been any specific order to tell lies to the Board of Inquiry.  
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Both gave evidence to the effect that they were present during 
conversations at which concerns were expressed that ADI was 
effectively responsible for the fire and the deaths of their ship 
mates and at the Board of Inquiry ADI would attempt to deflect 
at least some of the blame onto the navy by raising 
unconnected issues in relation to deficiencies on the ship such 
as using shifting spanners rather than specific tools when 
working on the engines and the general condition of the ship 
itself. 
 
 There can be no doubt from the evidence of a number of 
witnesses that prior to the fire there were a large number of 
problems in the engine room and the Board of Inquiry would 
have had no doubt as to that fact.  The extent to which Ms 
Munday and Ms Justice may have altered their evidence in 
respect of such issues appears to be relatively minimal if their 
evidence was in fact incorrect.  A fair reading of the original 
accounts of both witnesses does not disclose any obviously 
misleading assertions. 
 
 In the circumstances it is not surprising that those who 
had been on the ship prior to the fire were extremely angry 
about ADI’s performance and considered it unfair that ADI 
might wish to avoid blame.  I accept that comments to that 
effect would have been made. 
 
 There is no evidence in the accounts of Lieutenant 
Commander Crouch, Warrant Officer Bottomley or any of the 
other navy personnel who were called at the inquest which 
would support the suggestion that any pressure was applied to 
witnesses in relation to the evidence which they gave at the 
Board of Inquiry.  A statement was obtained from Mr Clem 
Croadsdale, who was referred to in the evidence of Ms Munday 
and Ms Justice as being present on occasions when they were 
cautioned about their evidence but according to 
Mr Croadsdale “No one ever told me to lie or withhold the truth 
from the Board of Inquiry.  In particular, neither Kevin Herridge 
nor Warrant Officer Bottomley ever told me not to tell the truth or 
limit what I had to say to the Board of Inquiry” (exhibit “74”). 
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 According to Mr Croadsdale the only occasion on which 
he recalled being told to be careful about what they said was 
on an occasion when there were reporters nearby and 
concerns were being expressed as to what should be disclosed 
to the press at that time.  Mr Croadsdale stated that he 
believed he was told to tell the truth to the Board of Inquiry. 
 
 I am satisfied that there was no deliberate attempt to 
apply pressure to witnesses.  I accept that following the deaths 
and at the early stages of the Board of Inquiry hearings, a 
number of the witnesses would have been extremely 
emotional, including both Ms Munday and Ms Justice, and 
that there was a certain amount of anger directed by navy 
personnel towards ADI for its involvement.  In the 
circumstances it is also understandable that concerns may 
have been expressed that the Board of Inquiry should not be 
diverted from the main issues.  The discussions in question 
were about issues not directly relevant to the fire and while I 
accept that something may have been said at different times 
about those matters I do not believe that anything untoward 
was intended. 
 
 

AACCTTIIOONN  TTAAKKEENN  BBYY  TTHHEE  RROOYYAALL  AAUUSSTTRRAALLIIAANN  NNAAVVYY  
FFOOLLLLOOWWIINNGG  TTHHEE  BBOOAARRDD  OOFF  IINNQQUUIIRRYY  

RREECCOOMMMMEENNDDAATTIIOONNSS  
 

The President and Members of the Board of Inquiry into 
the fire on HMAS WESTRALIA concluded their report on 
28 August, 1998. 
 
 The Board’s report addressed many of the problems 
which resulted in the fire on HMAS WESTRALIA on 5 May, 1998 
in considerable detail.  161 important conclusions where 
reached and the Board made 114 recommendations in relation 
to safety issues. 
 
 Commodore Barter, Director General Navy Systems and 
Chief Naval Engineer gave evidence on behalf of the navy in 
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relation to steps which have been taken to address the safety 
recommendations of the Board. 
 
 According to Commodore Barter the HMAS WESTRALIA 
tragedy was a key event in Australia’s Naval history and was a 
catalyst for many significant changes in the navy’s safety 
regulation, organisation, operations, training, education, 
equipment and management.  The changes are aimed at 
ensuring that the Royal Australian Navy has systems in place 
which would reduce the risk of a future similar tragedy. 
 
 In evidence Commodore Barter stated that after the 
HMAS WESTRALIA fire the navy took a hard look at its 
engineering practices and processes and agreed with the 
Board of Inquiry findings that there were systemic breakdowns 
which contributed to the fire (t.2170). 
 
 Commodore Barter stated that almost all of the 114 
recommendations of the Board had been implemented. 
 
 In relation to the issue of configuration and maintenance 
management, Commodore Barter stated that the relevant 
documentation has not changed, but that since the fire the 
use of the correct processes has been policed rigorously.  
Commodore Barter stated that in this context the navy’s 
emphasis has been on cultural change (t.2172). 
 
 Commodore Barter was questioned about the tender 
process and control of the contract relating to HMAS WESTRALIA 
and he stated that – 
 

“I think it is on record that Government’s not too happy with 
defence’s ability of managing contracts, and the Government post 
Westralia has directed the formation of the Defence Material 
Organisation and one of the reasons for the formation of the defence 
Material Organisation was to try and get some expertise into the 
way defence manages contracts” (t.2179). 

 
 Commodore Barter was specifically asked about the 
present processes in place to ensure that appropriate work is 
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initiated by TM200 documentation and he advised that there 
was now a network of sources which can provided relevant 
engineering support for a TM200. 
 
 In relation to the issue of contract management within 
the defence force Commodore Barter stated the Defence 
Material Organisation has been created which carries out 
activities including those previously conducted by the ordering 
authority of Western Australia.  This organisation is intended 
to operate defence wide and is to have a specific focus on 
managing contracts (t.2181). 
 
 Of particular relevance to the fire in the present case 
Commodore Barter advised that a new design of indicator 
cocks has been installed (t.2193) and a new style of fuel hose 
which is contained within an outer sleeve has been adopted. 
 
 At the time of the fire on HMAS WESTRALIA, apart from 
hoses and personal fire fighting equipment, there was only a 
carbon dioxide drench available to put out the fire which 
would have been fatal to all of those within the engine room at 
the time when the system was deployed (the system did not 
work correctly when it was deployed on 5 May, 1998).  After 
the fire a new water mist system has been put in place.  The 
new system, also described as a high fog system, is designed 
to put out fires without causing problems with electrical 
equipment within the engine room. 
 
 In relation to the issue of knowledge of Lloyd’s 
Certification requirements, Commodore Barter advised that 
the navy has revised training systems to ensure that personnel 
going to a ship like HMAS WESTRALIA are familiar with the 
requirements of the ship and are familiar with relevant 
classifications society regimes.  The navy is also mindful of its 
limited knowledge of Lloyd’s requirements and is employing a 
marine maintenance support organisation specifically to 
provide support to the navy and to assist with keeping the 
ship in class (t.2205). 
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 In the context of configuration changes, Commodore 
Barter advised that ships are now required to keep 
configuration documents up to date and that these documents 
are inspected during audit programs. 
 
 It is fair to say that following the fire the Board of Inquiry 
identified a very wide range of deficiencies in naval practices 
and made a considerable number of safety recommendations.  
Following the making of those recommendations the navy 
acted positively and the Deputy Chief of the Navy accepted 
responsibility for managing the steps which would be taken to 
address the recommendations (t.2188). 
 
 Most of the recommendations of the Board of Inquiry 
have been supported and practical measures taken to 
implement those recommendations. 
 
 

OOTTHHEERR  CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONNSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  BBOOAARRDD  OOFF  IINNQQUUIIRRYY  
 
 This inquest has been relatively confined following the 
determinations of the Board of Inquiry and little additional oral 
evidence was received as to events which took place after the 
fire began.  In relation to those events I support the 
conclusions of the Board and note that some of the important 
findings which have since been addressed by the navy were – 
 

• The CO2 system was not well maintained and failed to 
operate correctly when activated to put out the fire (8.48); 

• The normal access ladders were exposed and were 
extremely dangerous to use once the fire started (8.97);  
and 

• In the dark and smoke filled condition of the engine room 
after the fire started there was insufficient lighting or 
reflective tape to guide personnel to safety (8.134). 
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CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN  
 
 On Tuesday 5 May, 1998 four fine young persons died as 
a result of a fire in the engine room of the ship 
HMAS WESTRALIA.  The deaths were avoidable and the fire 
should never have occurred had basic steps been taken by a 
number of persons and organisations. 
 
 From the point of view of the navy incorrect procedures 
were used and there were a series of failures to adequately 
supervise and monitor its contract with ADI, to identify 
potential problems such as sources of ignition and to ensure 
the safety of its personnel. 
 
 In relation to the contractor, ADI, it appears that that 
organisation never had sufficiently skilled staff at the RPLSS 
office and did not act competently to maintain the vessel 
within class or to monitor safety issues which were likely to 
arise from time to time. 
 
 The installation of flexible fuel hoses which failed and one 
of which provided the fuel for the initial fire was progressed 
using an incorrect TM200 procedure which by-passed correct 
naval procedures which would have involved skilled technical 
review. 
 
 The TM200 document produced to ADI, however, did 
require ADI to “Investigate” the manufacture of Lloyds 
approved flexible fuel lines. 
 
 ADI did not “Investigate” the manufacture of the lines 
and did not make any enquiries as to what investigations 
might have been conducted by the navy and proceeded to sub-
contract the production of the hoses, which clearly amounted 
to a configuration change, when no investigations had in fact 
been conducted and no engineering assessment was being 
required as to fitness for purpose of the hoses to be installed. 
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 In addition ADI did not take reasonable steps to ensure 
that the Lloyds requirements for classification of the vessel 
would be complied with by the sub-contractor although it was 
required by the RPLSS contract to do so and the navy did not 
supervise ADI in that respect in order to ensure that its 
responsibility as the owner of the vessel to maintain the 
vessel’s continuance of class was complied with. 
 
 The sub-contractor, Enzed, should not have been 
retained by ADI to provide the fuel hoses which subsequently 
failed if there had been an appreciation that what was in fact 
involved was not simply the acquisition of hoses, but a 
significant change to the configuration of the engines of the 
ship. 
 
 I find that all four deaths arose by way of accident. 
 
 

CCOOMMMMEENNTTSS  OONN  SSAAFFEETTYY  IISSSSUUEESS  
 

1. This case has highlighted the importance of ensuring 
that correct navy procedures for configuration changes are 
adopted in every case. 
 
 Following the fire of 5 May, 1998 according to 
Commodore Barter a review was conducted which revealed 
approximately 600 unapproved changes in Royal Australian 
Navy ships (t.2172).  The configuration changes highlighted by 
Commodore Barter had been progressed using an 
inappropriate internal mechanism, designed to progress 
repairs, which bypassed the slower but more appropriate 
Royal Australian Navy route intended for configuration 
changes, that would necessarily have involved an engineering 
evaluation.  Many of these unapproved changes, however, 
would not have involved significant safety issues. 
 
 One of the issues which the navy has had to address is 
how to ensure that configuration changes involving safety 
issues receive adequate engineering assessment but the 
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system is not made unduly slow because of the need to 
process large numbers of relatively minor changes.  Another 
issue is how to define a configuration change so as to 
distinguish between replacement and repair and configuration 
changes.  A further related issue is how the navy is to ensure 
that maintenance work which could have important safety 
implications receives adequate engineering input. 
 
 Commodore Barter has indicated that the documentation 
in use has not been changed (t.2173) but that action is now 
being taken to vigorously police the correct raising of 
configuration changes (t.2172), and the navy focus has been 
on promoting cultural change (t.2172).  Commodore Barter 
also stated that action is being taken to put in place a vetting 
process and a system of prioritising configuration changes to 
ensure that a prompt response can be made to requests 
involving safety issues (t.2174). 
 
 The inquest did not review the changes referred to by 
Commodore Barter and their success or otherwise. 
 
 It is clearly important for the navy to continue to review 
its configuration change processes to ensure that changes can 
be made within reasonable timeframes but with adequate 
assessment of safety issues so that similar tragedies do not 
occur in the future.  I support the proposal that there should 
be ongoing and regular monitoring of the relevant systems. 
 
 
2. While the evidence of Commodore Barter suggested that 
the Royal Australian Navy had learnt a great deal from the 
HMAS WESTRALIA tragedy and he stated that the issue of 
contract management is being addressed by Defence by the 
creation of the Defence Material Organisation and otherwise, 
the Submissions in Reply on behalf of the Commonwealth 
dated 5 September, 2003 have caused me concern as they do 
not appear to reflect on adequate appreciation by the 
Commonwealth of the potential dangers associated with 
outsourcing repair and maintenance of ships with inadequate 
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supervision. 
 
 In my view the navy has a responsibility for the safety of 
personnel working on its ships irrespective of any outsourcing 
arrangements. 
 
 It is cold comfort for the families of the four fine deceased 
naval personnel in this case for the navy to assert that ADI 
could have better performed its contractual obligations. 
 
 An example of the Commonwealth’s submissions which 
has caused me concern is a response to a suggested adverse 
finding made by counsel assisting and reads as follows – 
 

“Failing to administer the (RPLSS) contract in a meaningful way – for 
example allowing an incorrect part (the wrong hose specified by ADI 
in its sub contract with ENZED) to be fitted and paying twice for the 
end pieces. 
 
The Commonwealth opposes the making of a finding in these terms, 
or to this effect.  The expression ‘meaningful way’ is subjective and 
ambiguous in the given context.  Any finding of a failure to 
administer the RPLSS Contract can only sensibly be made by 
reference to a specific failure which is relevant to the cause of death.  
The examples given are in appropriate. 
 
The foreshadowed finding, insofar as it relates to an ‘incorrect part’, 
misconceives responsibility under the RPLSS contract.  The 
Commonwealth was not a party to the subcontract between ADI and 
Enzed.  The Commonwealth was not in a position to know that the 
wrong hose had been specified in that contract.  It was ADI’s 
responsibility to monitor the work of its sub-contractors”. 

 
 The fact that no one in the navy had any knowledge of 
which type of hoses had been contracted for even after they 
were installed demonstrated a gross lack of supervision of the 
contract. 
 
 These hoses were “…relevant to the cause of death”, their 
failure provided a fuel source for the initial fire which resulted 
in four deaths. 
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 In my view if the navy is to demonstrate genuine 
commitment for the safety of its personnel it should ensure 
that there is some supervision of new parts being installed on 
its ships.  The commonwealth was the purchaser of the hoses 
and could certainly have checked to ensure that it got what it 
paid for and that certification and safety issues were 
adequately addressed. 
 
 Another example of a submission of this type was also in 
response to a suggested possible adverse finding made by 
counsel assisting – 
 

“Abdicating its responsibility to ensure that the Westralia was 
properly maintained and kept in its Lloyds class to ADI. 
 
The Commonwealth opposes the making of a finding in these terms 
or to this effect.  Relevant responsibility for ensuring that HMAS 
Westralia was properly maintained and kept within class was 
contracted out to ADI.  To describe the contracting out of 
responsibility to an organisation which held itself out as possessing 
the relevant expertise as ‘abdicating its responsibility’ is simply 
applying a pejorative adjective, unjustifiably, to a quite appropriate 
way of reducing the risk of class not being maintained.  Why would 
it be supposed that the RAN had greater skills in maintaining 
vessels within class than ADI, when the RAN had very little 
experience in that regard?  Contracting out to an organisation which 
professed to hold the relevant expertise was entirely appropriate”. 

 
 While there may be considerable benefits, including 
safety benefits, associated with outsourcing to competent and 
skilled organisations, particularly when the navy’s 
competencies in specific fields of knowledge may be limited, 
that does not mean that there should be no navy supervision. 
 
 In this case ensuring that HMAS WESTRALIA was properly 
maintained and kept in class had important safety 
implications, as outlined in these reasons the failure in that 
regard was one of the factors which allowed the flexible hoses 
to be installed without assessment. 
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 No one at the inquest hearing suggested that the Royal 
Australian Navy should have had greater skills in maintaining 
vessels in class than ADI.  Efficient contract supervision does 
not necessarily require total knowledge of all aspects of a 
contract, but it does require some knowledge of the important 
aspects. 
 
 It was also the navy’s obligation as owner of the ship to 
ensure that continuance of class was maintained. 
 
 In this case a copy of Lloyd’s Rules and Regulations was 
not kept at the Ordering Authority offices or on the ship and 
none of the navy personnel involved in the contract process 
had adequate basic knowledge of the certification 
requirements. 
 
 The evidence has revealed that ADI’s Technical Specialist 
involved with the relevant work, Mr Moreland, was not 
adequately skilled to monitor safety issues associated with 
maintenance work and ADI’s RPLSS office lacked relevant 
engineering knowledge.  It was important to ensure that ADI 
was complying with its contractual obligations on an ongoing 
basis and adequate contract supervision required involvement 
of a supervisor with enough engineering knowledge to be alert 
to safety issues and with enough knowledge of the ship’s 
classification system to be able to ensure that the ship 
remained in class. 
 
 Mr Hines, a former Engineer Superintendent with the 
Shell tanker fleet in the United Kingdom then a Fleet 
Operations Manager with the Australian National Line and 
later the Marine Manager for the Shell Company in Australia, 
gave evidence as to his experience with management of civilian 
tanker maintenance which provided an interesting comparison 
with the contract supervision by the Royal Australian Navy in 
this case. 
 
 Mr Hines was asked about his experience in relation to 
commercial tankers in the context of classification 
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requirements and the following exchange took place at t.695-
696 – 
 

“Now, you said - - so I’ll rephrase the question.  Would there be a 
delegation of responsibility for Lloyds’ approval standards to 
subcontractors in commercial tanker fleet maintenance operations? --
- Under no circumstances.  This is the responsibility of the chief 
engineer and the master of the vessel and through their 
responsibility, they report to the company, the company’s 
management. 
 
Mr Colleary :  Why are you so definite about that, Mr Hines? ---  The 
responsibility for the vessel must remain with the owner of that 
vessel.  Even in the case where the vessel - - the vessel’s owner 
arranges for a ship manager to manage it for him, he is still 
ultimately responsible and contractors are engaged to support the 
ship owner, but do not take direct responsibility for issues that have 
impact on the ship’s operation”. 

 
 In the context of his experience of outsourcing 
maintenance work in a commercial context the following 
exchange took place at t.699-700 – 
 

“CORONER : I’m sorry, can I just go back a step, just still dealing 
with your experience of contracting? --- Yes. 
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You said that Shell’s experience, the contracts were with repair 
groups and so on.  What sort of supervision is conducted in respect 
of the contracts?  Say for example you are having a configuration 
change take place and a contractor is doing the necessary work, you 
said that the responsibility for ensuring that the Lloyds requirements 
are completed rest with management.  What’s done to actually 
supervise the work?  Is there a particular person who is, as it were, 
the superintendent of the works, or what happens? --- Yes.  The 
normal commercial practice is for the company to provide a 
superintendent that has the responsibility on site to supervise the 
refit.  The master and chief engineer, of course, are very much 
involved and take a high level of responsibility for the supervision of 
the day-to-day work that is being carried out, and again, have a 
very close responsibility, a very important responsibility, for safety 
management during refits which is a very difficult time in respect of 
safety management.  But the superintendent is the direct link 
between the ship and the management of the ship repair contractor 
and has the ultimate responsibility for what goes on, on board the 
vessel.



So if you had a situation such as shield hoses that were constructed 
in this case, would you expect a superintendent to actually go out to 
see the manufacturing process, to check that the appropriate 
standard items are being used in the construction process, the 
quality of the steel and so on meets requirements?   Or do you leave 
most of that responsibility to the contractor? --- The chief engineer - - 
sorry, the superintendent would certainly have to be involved if it 
was a case of a major configuration change.  Quality assurance 
systems, particularly the new 2001/9000 standard requires that 
any contractor is very closely supervised, and therefore the 
company’s representative would retain very, very close involvement 
with the manufacture of new equipment.  If it was standard 
equipment, something that was produced on a regular basis and 
recognised and approved by Lloyds, that would not strictly be 
necessary”. 

 
 In this case HMAS WESTRALIA was described by 
Commodore Barter as being more than a tanker and being a 
‘replenishment ship’ (t.2187) and was said to have additional 
functions to those normally associated with a tanker such as 
the provision of fuel to ships or aircraft at sea and being able 
to carry helicopters or travel in company of other navy ships.  
There is, however, no reason why those additional functions 
should result in compromising on safety in its maintenance 
and repair, to the contrary, all of the additional functions of 
HMAS WESTRALIA should require a higher standard than that 
provided to commercial tankers. 
 
 The merchant shipping approach spoken about by 
Mr Hines would require basic knowledge and close 
involvement not only by a superintendent but also by the 
master and chief engineer of the ship.  Involvement of those on 
the ship clearly has safety benefits as those personnel have 
direct knowledge of any practical problems. 
 
 It is noted that the British Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) 
operates similar replenishment vessels to HMAS WESTRALIA (at 
one stage HMAS WESTRALIA was an RFA ship, RFA Appleleaf).    
It is instructive to contrast the approach taken by the RFA to 
that of the Royal Australian Navy. 
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Captain D Preston, Chief Staff Officer (Engineering), RFA 
provided a letter dated 20 June, 2003 setting out the RFA’s 
approach to maintaining its vessels in class and in relation to 
the minimum qualifications required to be held by key 
personnel (see exhibit “75”). 

 
In relation to the issue of maintaining the vessel in class, 

the RFA employ a dedicated team known as the Royal Fleet 
Auxiliary Support Integrated Project Team 9RFA SIPT) who are 
responsible for ensuring, notwithstanding the contracting out 
of maintenance or repairs, that the RFA’s vessels remain 
within class. 

 
According to Captain Preston the position is as follows – 
 
“6. Classification Societies (i.e. Lloyds Register of Shipping, 
American Bureau of Shipping, Bureau Veritas etc) exist to provide 
assurance for insurance purposes that a vessel is being maintained 
‘in class’.  This is achieved through a rigorous program of 
inspections, commencing with approval of the design prior to 
construction and continuing with inspections to ensure construction 
in accordance with the plans and an appropriate system of 
maintenance to maintain the condition of the vessel throughout its 
life. 
 
7. With one exception all Royal Fleet Auxiliaries are maintained 
in class with Lloyds Register of Shipping (LRS).  Royal Fleet 
Auxiliary Support Integrated Project Team 9RFA SIPT), part of the 
Warship Support Agency based in Abbeywood, Bristol, are 
responsible for ensuring that Royal Fleet Auxiliaries are maintained 
in class with the appropriate Classification Society.  LRS Approved 
Planned Maintenance System (APMS) is the tool used to ensure that 
all maintenance requirements are identified, carried out by ship’s 
staff and recorded, thus providing the evidence required by 
surveyors prior to their granting renewal of Certificate of Class. 
 
8. Maintenance on RFA vessels is carried out in accordance with 
APMS by ship’s staff, assisted as necessary by specialist 
contractors provided by Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) or 
via competitive tender by the UK or overseas commercial ship repair 
industry.  In certain instances naval dockyards within the UK will 
also assist with maintenance or repairs on a RFA”. 
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It is interesting to note that while the RFA appears to be 
prepared to contract out work to companies in an analogous 
position to that of ADI, they nevertheless acknowledge the 
obligation imposed on them under the Lloyds system of 
classification, to ensure that their vessels are maintained 
within class and have set up a dedicated office to ensure that 
requirement is competently undertaken, irrespective of the fact 
that on occasion private companies will be required to 
undertake the relevant changes, maintenance or repairs. 
 

While the levels of qualification and experience of 
Commanding Officer, Chief Engineering Officer and Marine 
Engineering Officer with the RFA are not directly comparable 
to those of the equivalent positions in the Royal Australian 
Navy, it does appear that the RFA requires greater levels of 
familiarity with tankers than the Royal Australian Navy prior 
to appointment to these positions and the obtaining of 
merchant shipping qualifications. 

 
On the subject of the qualifications required by RFA 

personnel on vessels similar to the HMAS WESTRALIA, Captain 
Preston advised – 
 

“… 
 
2. RFA requirements for the qaulifications and experience required of a 
Commanding Officer 9CO0, Chief Engineer Officer (CEO), Marine 
(‘deputy’) Engineer Officer (MEO) and additional engineer officers are 
as laid down by the Merchant Shipping (Training and Certification) 
Regulations 1997.  These seek to implement some of the requirements 
of the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification 
and Watchkeeping 1978 as amended in 1995 (STCW 95) and its 
associated Code (STCW Code). 
 
3. STCW 95 prescribes mandatory minimum requirements for 
certification of deck and engineer officers and watch ratings including 
requirements relating to age, medical fitness, seagoing service and 
standards of competence.  The full requirements are contained in 
Marine Guidance Notices (MGN) 91(M), 92(M), 93(M), 95(M) and 96(M).  
These are available over the Internet at www.mcga.gov.uk/mgn.” 
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Captain Preston notes that in addition to the STCW code 
the RFA complies with the requirements of the Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency (MCA), which imposes a higher 
qualification requirement than that required by the STCW 
code in terms of the experience required of those in senior 
positions onboard oil tankers. 
 
 Marine Guidance Note (MGN) 95(M) (issued by the MCA) 
has particular application in relation to the qualifications 
required of those manning tankers.  It provides, inter alia – 
 

“TANKERS 
 
3.0 Specialised Tanker Training 
 
3.1 Oil Tankers 
 
3.1.1 In addition to the requirements in paragraph 2.1 above, 

masters, chief engineer officers, chief mates, second 
engineer officers and any person, such as a cargo officer or 
cargo engineer officer, with immediate responsibility for 
loading, discharging and care in transit or handling of cargo 
in an oil tanker, are required to have completed – 

 
1. an MCA approved specialised oil tanker training 

programme covering the syllabus in paragraphs 8 to 14 of 
section A-V/1 of the STCW Code;  and 

2. at least 3 months sea service on an oil tanker”. 
 

Plainly, the RFA and the MCA regard Oil tankers to be 
inherently different from any other type of vessel and to 
require a minimum of three months hands on experience 
onboard such a vessel before masters, chief engineers, chief 
mates, second engineers etc are able to take up a new position 
onboard one of their tankers. 
 

It would seem that the RFA and MCA have significantly 
more experience with oil tankers than does the Royal 
Australian Navy. 
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It would also seem that the RFA and MCA have 
specifically addressed the question of the need for there to be a 



period of service onboard an oil tanker before senior officers 
take up their postings.  This does not appear to be the case 
with the Royal Australian Navy. 

 
“MR MULLIGAN : All right.  So you’ve - - you’re saying that your 
organisation has expressly looked at the 3 month handover period or 
training period and rejected that as an idea? - - - No, I didn’t say 
that.  I said we have looked at our ability to safely operate ships at 
sea, and we look at the way other people do it and we compare 
ourselves and - - and our systems are aligned to what we consider 
is the most appropriate way to get ourselves to operate safely at 
sea”.  (Commodore Bart t.2247). 

 
It would appear prudent and appropriate for the RAN to review 
the issue of requiring its senior officers to complete a handover 
period at sea before taking up their postings on such a 
distinctive class of vessel.  Such a situation could have the 
following advantages – 
 

1. It would accord with what appears to be best practices 
observed overseas; 

2. It would recognise that there are differences between 
operating an oil tanker and operating any other type of 
vessel; 

3. It would promote the transfer of corporate knowledge 
in the practice of oil tanker operation. 

 
Had such a handover system been in place at the time of 

the HMAS WESTRALIA disaster, then – 
 

1. The Commanding Officer, during the course of the 
handover period, should have become aware of the 
Lloyds requirements peculiar to that vessel and should 
have been in a better position to ensure that it 
remained in class during subsequent repair or 
maintenance work. 

2. The Chief Engineer, during the course of the handover 
period, should have become aware of the Lloyds 
requirements peculiar to that vessel and should have 
been in a better position to ensure that it remained in 
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class during any subsequent repair or maintenance 
work; 

3. The Chief Engineer should have been made better 
acquainted with the problems associated with the fuel 
system and with the previous attempts at repairs and 
potential solutions that had been looked at in order to 
try and overcome the problem the continual leaks 
posed, which should have alerted him to the 
importance of ensuring that an adequate engineering 
assessment of the flexible fuel hoses took place. 

 
According to Commodore Barter the RFA and merchant 

ships tend to be self-sustaining while the Royal Australian 
Navy relies on having a stronger system ashore (t.2184). 
 
 This case has highlighted the need for the navy to ensure 
the safety of its personnel by exercising adequate supervision 
of its outsourced maintenance or refit planning and logistic 
support service contracts. 
 
 Comparable organisations operating tankers in merchant 
shipping and the British Royal Fleet Auxiliary include 
involvement in maintenance and refit activity supervision by 
commanding officers and engineering officers on the ship. 
 

It is recommended that in future outsourced 
maintenance and refit contracts however described – 
 

a. There be a suitably qualified superintendent representing 
the navy with sufficient engineering knowledge to be able 
to identify safety issues and with sufficient knowledge of 
the classification requirements, if any, applicable to be 
able to adequately monitor and supervise the contract;   
and 

b. The Commander, Chief Engineer and Deputy Chief 
Engineer of a ship the subject of an outsourced 
maintenance and refit contract have sufficient knowledge 
of the working of their ship and of any applicable 
classification requirements to be able to provide 
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meaningful input into the navy’s contract supervision in 
respect of their ship. 

 
 
 
 

STATE CORONER 
19 December, 2003 
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